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"We would be subject to steep penal-
ties if we fail to follow these policies"
said Goldstein.
When asked by a student parent about
the future of the child care facility at
Baruch after its lease runs out in 1999,
President Goldstein said that he has
been in contact with state legislators to
. . secure funding for this facility.
j "I have been in touch with [state]
..s Senator Roy Goodman," said
~ Goldstein. "I have asked for some capi-
·~tal money from Albany." he said
c8 Although it was uncertain ifhe would
get the money requested, he said that,
"Ifwe get that money, we can set up a
new child care facility at our campus
once the lease of the current site runs
" .out.
"But the new facility will not be part
of our newacademic building at 25th
Street," he said
President Goldstein said that the new
coniinued on page 5
project will be supported by funds gen-
erated from our generous alumni," he
said.
Shedding his .thoughts on the child
care debate at Baruch, Goldstein said
that, 44We are mandated by state laws to
enforce the.policy regarding allowing.
children in our buildings."
Debbie'Bick~DugganOeft) speaks with concerned student-
parents reg8rding child care issues. '
conegePresidentMatdleWGoIdBteiD<J.t'8DCf·Viee-PftSident·::-··.
Samuel JohnsOn talking to sttidentIeadei-s during Leadership
Weekend '
after reviewing the requests ofthe com-
panies who recruit at Baruchand always
have complained that Baruch students
are not all that proficient at communica-
tion skills," he said
4'1 am in the process ofsecuring fund-
ing for this ambitious project," said
Goldstein. "This multi-million dollar
.' . .....
. .
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ChildC-are.·Up In The.Ai_·-
By Tamim Islam
Matthew Goldstein, President of
Baruch College sat down in a town hall
meeting on Sunday, November 9, to in-
teract with student leaders from vari-
ous student organizations during the
15th annual Leadership Weekend
jointly organized by the Office ofStu-
dent Life and the various student gov-
ernments.
Goldstein unveiled a multi-million
-dollar program to modify the Under-
graduate curriculum to make it more
communication intensive.
"All students will have to take at least
one course every semester that is com-
munication intensive," he said. 44The
courses will be in different subjects
ranging from Mathematics to Comput-
ers to Finance and in other subjects,"
he said.
uWe want all Baruch students to
write-write-write and speak-speak-
speak," said Goldstein.
"This program isbeing implemented
By Chan-joo Moon
Bernice Vasquez can tell you
about the. diffieulries of being a
mother first, and a studentsecond.
Sitting in a meeting organized by
Student Life, which was called on
October 30, to discuss the child'
care policy' at Baruch, she re-.
counted how she asked a professor
to give her an assignment early
because she had to go home to her
toddler son. "All of us have situa-
tions," he told her, flatly denying
her request. She went home any-
way.
Problems like the one Bernice'
faced are becoming more common,
as the number 'of non-traditional
students attending eolleges....and student parents, Todd Boressoff,
universities are skyrocketing, driv- Higher Education Officer .at Bor-
ing the average age of the student ough of Manhattan Community
body into the mid-twenties. The College (BMCC) and the Advocacy
corresponding increases in the Chairperson for the National C08.;.
number of student parents are lition for -CampusChildren's Cen- .
makingcampusesacrossthe:nation ters(NCCCC), tooka trip.to Wash-
'Ca:ce·tbErneeds fororr-eampesehild '. ington.D..C. toaddressthis issue 9n .
care.. ,At.B~c~, about ten per cent . a national scale. In a jarring con-
of the student body~ or 1,.500 stu- trast, Baruehadminlstratora have
~~~:~~•. aCCording to .' instituted a poliCyas of'Septembel!
. '.. ~:',"',..... '.' ~;-. '': '-;'.':~ ,'-. :.. '. " '. '. ',--'1 c.w· .:~. j))" '.. the. dim-
., ',. , • •. • .... - .,';A" .... • -"" .~', : .... '-'.
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"Peers-ror-caceers is a prOgram ~._, ~. . ,_
wbere'-the -stUdeJit---eOUn'tJe:j'~&-f'
of TEAM Baruch help review
resumes of the students and
also help them with Internet
job searches," said Ellen
Adelman, who coordinates the
peer counseling aspect of CDC.
''We currently have 16 peer
counselors," said Adelman.
The peer counselors helped ap-
proximately 500 students in
this year reported Adelman.
CDC has been charging a fee
to various companies who come
to Baruch to set up tables dur-
ing Career Fair. "We charge
them $100," said Imbimbo.
Various New York area colleges
charge between $50-200 to the
companies' wbo come to their
campus.
"Surprisingly the quality of
companies who come to Baruch
4as vastly improved after we
implemented the fee," said
Imbimbo. "More companies
are interested to come to re-
cruit here," said Lambert, "but
we had to turn a few back be-
cause of lack of space."
"We have used funds gener-
ated by the Career Fair fees to
provide breakfast to all the in-
terviewers who .eome to inter-
view Baruch students for on-
campus interview," said
Imbimbo. "The recruiters love
the added hospitality we offer,"
she said.
contim.u!d on pG6e 6
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PS$G president Dan Peress
tion, was concerned abou t the
future of child care in the Col-
lege. With the lease for the 19th
Street building, which houses
the Early Childhood Learning
Center, up at the end of 1999,
and no plans of moving the cen-
ter to Site B - the new academic
complex under construction on
25th Street - she wanted to
y Tamim Islam "Aside from keeping track of terview rooms now;" said
'With,the-vision-to-combine·-ea- .. the..-s·tudent~ ~4Ugh>,---ImbilDbo.---,~ have £Our. dedi-_
e e r counseling: and 'career" the on-campus "recrurttng pro- cared 'interview rooms, but if
lacement a year and a half ago, cess, this list will also help us needed we can and have ar-
he previous career placement to keep in touch with the stu- ranged as many as six rooms,"
ffice was cut down in order to dents once they have gradu- said Lambert.
uild the current career devel- ated," said Imbimbo. "You can In an attempt to reach more
pment center from ground up. not under estimate the value of evening students, CDC is open
"We needed to retrench the networking with the alumni," till 7:00 PM three days a week.
ld career office and its archaic she said. They also have~careel:"-eou:ns~l-
tructure and processes to build In the past year CDC has also ing sessions conducted' by
new one from scratch," said uploaded most of its informa- Allyson Brathwaite.
amuel Johnson, vice president tion on to the Internet- so that CDC has also implemented
or student affairs. He en- the students can access these six resume collection cycles,
rusted Dr. Patricia V. Imbimbo information at their conve- three per semester instead of
ith Barbara M. Lambert to nience. one per semester. "We started
rchitect the new career de~el- CDC also plans to put the in- the six resume collection cycles
pment center. terview sign-up process over the to better aide the students who.
The results of the new career Internet. "We are here to facili- might not be all that prepared
fflce have been overwhelming. tate the students and give them at the beginning of the semes-
'If you build it, they will come," the most access to the Career ter," said Lambert. "We do not
aid Imbimbo about the success Development Office," said want to have any students who
he new CDC has received so Imbimbo. feel they have been left out of
are The Internet sign-up for on- the on-campus recruiting oppor-
The CDC has created comput- campus interviews will be a tunities if they missed the first
rized data base of all compa- password protected service. resume collection," she said.
ies who come to Baruch to re- This will give an alternative to Aside from these additions,
ruit. "So far the we have 1,100 the busy students who can not the CDC has also increased the
ompanies in our data base," always go to the Career Devel- frequency of eareer-counseljng
aid Lambert. "The list is grow- opment Office inperson to sign related seminars and mock in-
ng everyday," she said. up for a time schedule. terview sessions. Allyson
This database helps CDC to The physical relocation of the Brathwaite designed and runs
eep track of all the-companies office from the 26th Stre~t a 12 session seminar series
nd their recruiting activities building to the 25th Street which helps a student make
t Baruch. It also aides in net- building is also reaping positive educated career decisions, and
orking with the eompanies results. also helps them with resume
om time to time. "Recruiters love the new facil- writing and interview tech-
CDC is in the middle of set- ity," said Imbimbo. "It also niques.
ing up a database of students. gives a better, impression of "Lot of these seminars are
e have 2
t
OOO students in the Baruch when a recruiter doesn't given during evening hours ·to
atabase so far," said Lambert. have to wait in long lines for the facilitate the evening and part
.DC started to build this stu- elevator," she added.' - time students," said
ent database only this past "Although we might have Brathwaite:
ummer. fewer'rooms, we have better in- There is also a peer counsel-
.areerServices Retrenched For NewerOne
Students DSS-·GUsted~ind-'-ESS··- Asperated
By MingWong
Club and organizational lead-
ers expressed their dissat.isfac-
tion over the job that the stu-
dent governments have per-
formed this semester.
During Leadership Weekend
on November 7-9, student lead-
ers gathered together in a fo-
rum with Day Session Student
Government (DSSG)· and
Evening Session Student As-
sembly (ESSA) to discuss prob- '
lems and to bring forward sug-
gestions regarding student gov-
ernments.
Sam Obukwelu, president of
the Finance and Economic
Society,voiced his concerns
about the goal of student gov-
ernment.
"I do not understand what
[student government] does for
students," said Obukwelu.
"Student government does not
seem to be concerned about the
problems of the students. The
only time that they do is dur-
ing elections," said one student,
According to Ilan Peress,
DSSG president, DSSG is un-
der-staffed. He said the circum-
stances they are under prevent
them from accomplishing every-
thing that is planned.
Celeste Mejia, president of
the Student-Parent Oi-ganiaa-
that, "We need the media to get the
message out the voters."
Dabadie believes that the lack of
voter interest in recent elections, es-
pecially amongyounger voters could
be improved through the Internet,
which is accessed mostly by the
younger half of the population.
'The Internet has become ... cut-
ting edge," said Dabadie, "it's not re-
placingold media, but it has created
an overlap."
After the discussion, the filled 'au-
dience in the Conference Center
posed questions to the five guest
speakers.
This was the first of four sched-
uled events that will be organized
by the College'sJournalism Program
and the Reuter Foundation.
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Art 23 ByMingWong theAmericanAssociationofAdver-'" " s: ' ~ ~ ~ ~ , . A panel of prominent figures in tising Agencies; and Pat Smith,
various facets of media explored Vice President of Rubenstein As-
the influence of the modem media sociates. The discussion was mod-
on voters during a panel discussion erated by Eugene Marlow, Ph.D, a
organized by the College's Busi- professor in the College's Business
ness Journalism Program. Journalism department.
The forum took place in the sev- , The panel touched on all aspects
.. enth floor Conference Center in the ofmedia and spoke about its effect
2Qth Streetbuilding on October 30 , on the outcome of elections,
and was sponsored by-the.College' According to Shoup, political ad-
andthe R,euter' Foundation•. _. . vertising is turning people' off. ' He
-. Among the. speakers wer~ Mike ,referenced upon. several instances
Dabadie, Senior Research Execu- where candidates were actually
.tive of Wirthlin Worldwide; Lee· hurt by their own .campaign com-
Jones, Communications Director mereials on television.
for Ruth Messinger for Mayor . ''People vote on issues, not me-
Campaign; Mark, Mason, Execu- dia portrayal," said Mason.
tive Editor for WINS Radio;' Hal Despite the sometimes backward
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The City University of New . Board ofTrustees - which ar
ork plans to offer teaching jobs represented by individuals ap
s incentives, in exchange for pointed by Governor Georg
igher graduation rates in Pataki and Mayor Rudolp
UNY colleges. Giuliani.
CUNY trustees agreed that ...-llIllIIlIllII......IIlIIIIIlII...................-- ...
ampuses need to strive for
igher academic standards and
ntroduced the plan to improve
ducational performance.
This move will determine the
llocatiion of the 270 new teach-
ng jobs that will be divided
mong the 17 undergraduate
nstituions.
"It's a move in the right di-
ection, thiugh it needs some
ork," said Baruch president
atthew Goldstein, in a story
ublished by the New, York
imes. .,. ',',
In the past, positions were
imply appoi,nted by the
hancellor's office, which still
emains vacant at the moment.
Under the plan, senior col-
eges get seven' more slots if
heir graduation rate is more
hatn 45 percent. and only two
lots if their rate is under 30
e~e·ent.· CommunIty c'olleges
ill follow a separate formula.
In 'addition, the new plan will
. 80' take into account how a col-
ege euta administration and
taft' position, funds for instrue-
ion, and how academic posi-
ions fit in with college's
eademis prtorftes.
The plan was enacted ·by"
UNY college presidents, ad-
" .... '.
UNY To Offer Teaching
ositions For Academic
~ ...' .' .'
~xcellenceIn C()I'~ges
c .... -:: . ,-' .' v- :!~·-·-i:· .. ~.. ":._:~ -" i ." s ~ ~~ ......'_,t ..._~ ::~._"::t_f: '~l~t- , ...... 1". - ~
continued from page 3
"We have also used these money .
to better decorate and present the
facilities dUring career. fair," she
added.
"With the added involvement
and offering service via various
outlets including the Internet, the
Career Development Center' is
looking forward to adding two new
full time staff members. One of
these positions will deal with eo-
ordinating internships and reach-
ing out to the Freshmen and the
sophomore at the college," said
Lambert.
The CDC plans to .get more
alumni involved irrthe moekinter-
view sessions and in the mentormg








"I will take a serious look
into this," said Goldstein. "I
was under the impression that
Baruch at least had a respect-
able co l Iec t ion of business
tittles," he said.
Wynter-Diaz complained
that, ''We have current books,
but not any resources of com-
pany history."
When asked by the president
if she had tried to avail herself
of the CUNY inter-library book
exchange, a program through
which a student can have books
from one campus library sent
to their home eollege library,
Wynter-Diaz admitted her ig-
norance regarding various col-
lege affairs. and support facili-
ties. "I didn't know any such
program existed," she said.
Goldstein later admitted that
the college had a relatively
small budget to improve the
collection at the Newman Li-
brary, but promised to investi-
gate deeply into the matter.
".",' ''l'"
continued from page 3
. ' .-' ::.:
early grappling with the form of
parliamentary procedure, says
Peress. Plus, for those who sit in
and are not familiar with this pro-
cedure, it is "hard to understand
and can be annoying," he said.
Freshmen complaints, though,
ranged from an observed general
chaos, lateness by council members
and a preoccupation with food, ac-
cording to Boyce.
"The first few meetings were un-
organized due to initial adjust-
ments," according to Peress, "but
the council has now settled into
their roles and DSSG isfunetion-
ing efficiently."
A no-food rule was considered
saysPeress, but "it is not really
necessary due to the general im-
provement ofthe council in getting
its business done.
DSSG council members are will-
ing to address Freshmen Seminar
classes so that they learn the role
of student government in student
life, says Peress. "<It!r·p~ i~
.to govern, ify~u'relooking for fun,
you're not going to rmd it beret-he
s&id. The weekly qenda for DSSG
includes budgeting for clubs, cam-
pus events and fund raisers.
To get a better sense of DSSG
and what they do for the sehool
community, Peresssays t~t the
freshmen should 'give't~ an-.
other ehanee, "CoMe back fer one
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Goldstein Proposes
Changes In Curriculum
continued from front page
building will save more than
$20 million in rent expense.
He restated that he didn't
have any immediate plans of
leaving Baruch. "I still have a
lot to do at Baruch," he said
when asked about his possible
candidacy for Chancellorship of
City University of New York.
Replying to a question from
The Ticker, Goldstein said that
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences was a priority for the
college.
"The School of Liberal Arts is
our largest school" he said.
"Once we move away from of-
fering remedial courses, many
of the faculty at the School of
Liberal Arts will have to be re-
deployed," he added.
Sasha Wynter-Diaz of the
Multi-Cultural Association
complained to the president
that she couldn't locate busi-
ness titles at the Newman Li-
brary.
The Women's Forum Educa-
tional Awards of$2000 are'being
offered to women over 35, NYC
residents and attended a college for
1 yr. Deadline is December 1st. For
more info. call RonaldAaron@802-
6820 or in room 1702,360 PAS
ESSA is offering FREE LEGAL
SERVICES to all Baruch students
dealingwith Housing, Family; Con-
sumer and Real Estate law, Immi-
gration, Divorces, Landlord and
Tenant issues. For an appointment
call '802-6794
FREE TUTORING for ac-
counting, all Math & English,
Economics, Finance, & Law:
appointments are a must!
Call Mark Spergel at 802-6772
from 4-8:30pm. Or drop by in
person at the Office of Student
Life at 360 PAS, rID 1512..
The Baruch College Early
Learning Center will provide
child care for 3-5 yo. on Saturdays,
8:45am-2pm. You must pick up an
application at 104 E. 19th St. or
360 PAS, rID 1512. THIS IS A PI-
LOT PROGRAM FOR FALL 1997.
Comic Strip Live: tickets are $7.00 and admits two people. Purchase
tickets at the Student Center 360 PAS, rID 1512 Monday-Friday from
9am-9pm Cash Only. Available all semester.
Career Develpment will be offering Career Workshops
All workshops are held at 151 E. 25th St.
Topic-Choosing A Major: Nov. 18, 6-8pm, room 251
Topic-Effective Job Search: Nov. 19, 6-8pm, room 251
Topic-Winning Resumes: Dec. 2, 6..;8pm, room 251
Interviewing I: Dec. 3, 6-8pm, room 251
Interviewing II: Dec. 9, 6-8pm, room 251
Interviewing III: Dec. 10, 6-8pm, room 251
ing the administrative cost of
compiling and maintaining the
files.
"The college doesn't want to
classes where professors did not be the bad guy. Who s h quId
accommodate students with pay? Would parents take the
children, still supported leav- money they give to day care cen-
ing the decision at the discre- ters and give it to Baruch?"
tion of professors. asked Bick-Duggan..
"I'd rather have one teacher An alternati-ve-to Baruch pro-
tell me not to bring my child viding the care is hiring a pri-
rather than being unable to vate company. This, however, is
bring my child at all," shesaid.. ' more expensrve ihan"Baruch;s .
One of the possible solutions child care center and has com-
to this situation is to expand plications. According to Bick-
the child care services at Duggan, Children's First, a na-
Baruch. The problem with this, tional emergency drop-off pro-
however, is the lack of funds. vider, is making plans to open a
Maintaining the 30 slots of the site in the New York Life build-
Early Learning Center during ing, which is next 'i(, Baruch's
the 1996 year cost approxi- building on 26 Street and Park
mately $290,000. The high cost Avenue South. Baruch will
is due to Board of Health guide- share the facility wi t h Toeel
lines, which mandate a certain companies. The cost formula
number of adults for a given they use is $26,000 per 500
number of children and certain slots. The number of slots is
kinds of curriculum to be taught interpreted as the number of
by qualified teachers. Due to visits in a year and not the num-
cuts in federal funding, the cen- ber of spaces available on a
ter would have closed down dur- given day.
ing the 1997 year had day ses- For the proposed emergency
sion students not voted to in- drop-off center, the child care is
crease their student activity on a first come first serve basis,
fees by $5 per semester. Stu- meaning that Baruch students
dents were already paying $5 to may have anywhere from three
the center. Now they pay $10 to twenty slots on a given day.
per semester, totaling about On a holiday or a day when pub-
$140,000 per year, according to lie schools are closed, when the
Bick-Duggan, to keep the child need is greatest, Baruch stu-
care center open. dents may not get many slots if
According to Bick-Duggan, office workers show up before
another way to deal with the they do. In addition, while of-
need is to create emergency flee workers have regular sched-
drop-off centers, which do not ules and can plan their usage
require a curriculum. This too, and costs in advance, students
however, may prove to be costly cannot do so because they do not
she added. Under state law, have fixed schedules.
children have to be divided into One choice at least, is clear,
the three groups of babies, two for Vasquez - between a college
and a half to six, and older chil- degree and child care, she says,
dren. Separate staff and rooms "My son is more important to
will be needed. In addition, the me than my school."
law requires them to have- the
medical files of everyone who
may need to use the center, add-
'~y son is more im-
portant to me than
my school."
Baruch Jazz will present the Milt
Hinton Perspectives in Jazz
Workshop and Concert featur-
ing Jerry Gonzalez & the Fort
Apache Band on Nov. 13. Work-
shop will be held in Nallin Hall,
11am-12:15pm. The concert will
take place in Mason Hall, 1-2pm.
RSVP a must: 212-387-1700
US MARINES will be recruiting
on Nov. 20, 25th St. lobby, 10am-
3pm
FDNY will be recruiting cadets/
EMTS on Nov. 20, 360 PAS, 14th
fl. lobby,12-3pm.
"I'm not personally aware of
any [college which has insti-
tuted such a policy]", said
Michael Kalinowski, president
ofNCCCC from 1994-1996 and
a professor of Family Studies at
the University of New Hamp-
shire, "I have dealt with close
to 300 schools. I can't say they
don't. The question has not
been raised." He said that he
knows of cases in which a
single professor barred chil-
dren from class but not a case
in which a school instituted
such a policy.
Vasquez, who has been in
Baruch's Early Learning Cen-
ter has 30 slots and accommo-
dates children two and a half to
six years old. This year, 40 par-
ents are making use of this day
care cen ter. Baruch does not
have facilities for children in
any other age group. All other
student parents provide for
child care on their own.
If an emergency situation
arises" in which a parent who
does not have access to the
college's child care center can-
not find anyone to care for his
or her child, then that parent
may be unable to attend class.
Parents are disallowed from
bringing children into Baruch
buildings, except for 30 minutes
allotted - provided they obtain
an official pass - if they n~ed
to do an administrative task,
under the policy put into effect
by the Personnel Department
and the Office of Vice President
James Murtha.
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Child Care Up In The Air
continued from front page
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The School of Liberal Arts & Sci-
ences will hold its Annual open
Housefor SLASstudents on Nov.
13, 1:15-2:3Opm, 3.rdf1Admin~a­
tive Lounge, 135 E .. 22rid .St. En-
tertainmentbY'theBaruch Chorus.
Refreshments will be served.
"Homosexuality in the Latino
Community" sponsored by LASO
will be held on Nov. 13, 360 PAS,
nn 1541, 12:30pm-3pm.
BASU will be having auditions for
their 1998Asian Month EveJ:li~g
Show. Male ,& Female models are
needed. No· exPerience necessary~
A'liditi()n'~ will'he-field Nov. 13
&2~th1''1-2:S0p~;'17 LEix. A~e~~
room lOll.
"Battle of the CPAs" sponsored
by NABAIBeta Alpha Psi will be
held on Nov. 20. 23rd St., rm 5
South, 12:30-2:3Opm
Discount Movie Tickets can be
purchased at the Student Center
,360 ~~, rm,.151_2..Tickets-are $5
:a~d:.~~!l:for:DDe ~year.. 892-617~·
Available" 'aM ~estE;r: ":. 4 ~ ". ~ • ~ : : ' ~
Armed with this fact sheet,
Boressoff contacted Clyde
Aveihle, head of cuNY's legis-
lative office at the nation's·
capitol and Helen Blank, Direc-
tor of the Child Care Division
of the Children's Defense Fund..
They arranged for him to meet
Senators Christopher Dodd (D-
Corm.) and Olympia J. Snowe
(R-Maine). The information
provided by Boressoff con-
vinced the two senators to
sponsor the Child Care Access




"face new barriers unheard of in
earlier times. Campus-based
child care is a vital necessity
for parents attending college.
Even where programs exist,
they are often difficult to ac-
cess, particularly for low-in-
come parents who struggle
with the costs," said Dodd, in
his statement to President
Clinton, using the knowledge
compiled at BMCC.
If the CAMPUS Act passes, it
will become a part of the
Higher Education Act of 1965,
and will take effect from 1998.
It will allocate $60 million to
colleges and universities to
fund the process or. setting up
child care facilities. Schools
will be eligible for one per cent
of the total dollar amount given
as Pell Grants, a requirement
that was designed to ensure
that the schools with the needi-
est students would receive
more of the aid. Baruch will be
eligible for $113,300 because it
has given $11,330,000 in Pell
Grants this year, based on data




joel Brind, Ph. D.
Professor (Biology)
Dear Sir,
~ r ' ~ {'~ II?- t~~.~;thf~''Say ~at ?"
~ ~ 1." ' ,quesMon -ot-ln·e OCtober 1 Issue
- • ~-~;-'~Fter-racial rela-
, "tioliships truly exist ?" the easy an-
swer is ''No.'' The reason is simple:
There is only one human race.
Whether one's understanding is
based on scripture, archeology, or
genitics, we are all cousins-too
closely related for the idea of dis-
tinct human races to make any
sense biologically or otherwise.
. ·Of r course, general
acknow~Iil~fi,dfthat fact would
make racism va;ftish on the instant,
.- -~ -,.> i>tti our- unfortunate use of lan-
guage tends only to make our cul-
tural conundrum worse. Take, for
example, the well intentioned idea,'
"Young black males are an endan-
gered species." As if that isnt bad
enough to classify some ofour own
.: '~as belonging a different race, now
-' .,;~ -, -they-should be considered a differ-
ent species? Say wbat???
.~ ,,'~~ .. ,:" "'. s , f- '~,:,~ -: ~~ : 0"
' .. ~ "; ~Io- • '. ~.. -,. - ~
DormitoryAuthority ofthe state of Lonely Herb E, try calling 1-800-
NewYork(DASNY). That ought to R-I-K-E-R-S.lfthatfai1stogetyou Bl-ology
increase their spending spree. At -, a social life, sign up for Economics '
- the same time, the MTAshould pay 1001.In a class of500students, the Pro-.'." ._~ _'_,"'. _ ,
avisitto'theDaySessionStudertt - odds are withyou kid! Ifthere are- essor S
Government (DSSG) and donate any.grammatical .errors <?n .this : . . " , _.' __'~ ~ ; ~
$32,000 to -Reanna. That should commentary, blame CUNY'S En- -- .. r
wet her 'b9Q..t,S.,.'! ,.~: -. -:- .::. ,_.-; ~,-,' ~', _::,"-.:t- ; ~ .,gli~~~~ ...Jta\ly;,tYP~,.~b~. .'. -;es•... ' ~',.on.- - se:
Can,anYDody'tell me where'the Angelique. , _ ' _" _', _ - -. ,
gymnasium is? All -work-and no - '- -n R' d d.B ---- --, :{ -;- _ .~B.- _
play makes Jack a horny bolT. Are By: Carlysle Gustave "<1' -- - •• - - -
studeDta·,~",~ ~,hyge,· ,~I:~~18) 46~..i~~~"·,,,·_-;-,,,,,,,,,,i"'IIii
sWiinmiiigpOOlneartlie'25tlfsit"eel-' -- . -" -- - -_..-.- -" . -
building? When win studentsgetaHomey!
basketball court this big?
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Budding Essayist .Eviserates
En lish De aztment
To whom it may concern:
This is my first semester at
Baruch. I don't do much. Don't say
much. Just like to-watch. 1 picked
up a copy of the October 1 Ticker a
few days ago. This tick is hot. Gosh,
I was surprised when a female se-
curity guard was able to recognize
me so early in the semester. Either
I am darn good looking or wait, I
might just get lucky. The first time
I tried my e-mail, I sent a message
to http://www.com. A week later, I _-
got a reply saying ''to whom?"
Suddenly, my philosophy class is
not interesting any more. I do not
care much for Socrates nor his be-
, liefs. IfSocrates believes there is a
true "Form'; of circle over yonder,
let him go and circle it himself. A
friend who attended Baruch Col-
lege years ago says the only way to
pass Economics is to buy the an-
swers. Can someone bash in the
walls of the matchbox,size eleva-
tors in the 18th street building, cre-
ating one big elevator? That will
ease congestion.
With all the cherry wood panel-
ing, terrazzo marble floors, slate
telephone furniture and handmade
rugs; the only thing missing in the
liiraryisa,~,T4e~Transit
Authority (MTA) recently raked in
-a $lOO"miHion S\1I'plus, and do not~
know whafto do With it. Maybe
they should fork it over to City Uni-
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What Have You Done For Me
Lately (And At All)?
•• ":",,,< .. , ~_".:' - "l!' ,.. .• ' • ..-'...... •
That was a question asked ofboth DSSG and
ESSA at a tovvn meeting held by the two gov-
ernments over the weekend. The presidents
and council members ofthe governrnents were
questioned by club leaders in attendance at
the 15th Annual Leadership Training Week-
end.
What is the goal of studentgovern:rnents?
Students asked this -question, ..
...and got absolutely no response.
What our student government leaders had
to say was typical of any politician. They
talked about how the day and evening ses-
sion governments were not fighting about an
inevitable reunion, and how much they had
.~-doneincosponsoringparties and this and that,
and .blah, blah blah.
No substance, andjust a general avoidance
of the questions.
The students who attended this meetingdeal
with the student governments on more than
a weekly basis.
Ifthey don't know what's goingon at the stu-
dent governments, and your average student,
who pays good money to fund either the day
or night session governments, has absolutely
no clue, then the question must be asked con-
stantly:
What are you doing for us with our money.
6
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-Large indoor heated PO~L! SAUNA, large JACUZZI, PING-PONG, BILLIARDS, ELECTRONIC
GAME ARCADE all located Inside the HOLIDOME tropical courtyard!
-lta!JSfers to Snowmobiling! Horseback Riding, Bowling, Roller Skating, Snowboarding(rentals
aval~abl~ and outlet shopping at Woodbury Commons shOpping Mall available! Additional fees
required.
4 ina room: $190 per person
3 in aroom: $205 per person
2ina room: $215 per person
-OPEN BAR available throughout the weekend in the hotel!
-2 breakfast and 2 dinner all-you-can-eat buffets!
'.'''''''' -Snacks and beverages available upon arrival!




.r, PAYABLE BY CASH, CHECK OR CREDIT
.7";""':'
200 participants in1996, 320 participants in1997, in1998 gowith the leader inWinter
Adve-:atures!.The ENTIRE hotel is.reserve~ ~or our group only so this year the
expenence Will be even more exclUSively speCialized for you! Don'tmiss outon what's
sure to beTH E .\Ninter event 0"= the year!
Stop by the P.R.I.D.E.lounge In the student center at 360 PAS in room 1423 and
see JEFF, P.R.I.D.E. President, or leave him a message.
Ask about our SOUTH BEACH and CANCUN Sprinq Break trips!
.8 ~ 0 997 .
This trip is not sponsored by Baruch College.
\
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The Future of the Port of New Yor-k
By David Gertzulin
11
with its unemployment rate far
above the national rate.
According to the Port Author-
ity, many future jobs of the port
will be white collar employ-
ment. While the number of dock
workers keep shrinking, with
the use of container shipping
and monster like cranes, grow-
ing, more managers WIll be
needed to supervise the tremen-
dous influx in cargo shipments
that will occur. Furthermore,
Portmasters - the equivalent of
Webmasters, will be needed.
What they will do is provide
websites for companies· ship-
ping goods, so a shipper could
dial up the website, and be able
to track exactly where each one
of his containers are -, This may
seem like fantasy, but this tech-
nology i s already being em-
ployed in many ports across the
world, and according to the
P .A., will be here soon.
I
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now control 40W of the North- driving away shippers, and in
eastern shipping market. While . effect destroy our ports. Cur-
this is significantly down from reritly, the NY and NJ port
70k, which the port once con- prices are too high. "We want to
trolled, the recent increase is a simply save money. It is busi-
positive 'sign. ness," says Frans Rowan, presi-
Many people attribute the re- dent of Bermuda Agencies, who
cent rise in shipping to im- responded why he wanted to
provements in price structure move his shipping from the NY
at the ports. At one point the area, to a lower cost port. Addi-
harbor employed thousands of t ional ly, unions mus t settle
longshoremen with guaranteed their problems with manage-
salaries. Since there was thou- ment peacefully, without work
sands of more workers em- disruptions.
ployed, then were actually At many West Coast ports,
needed, pricing per tonshipped 'tonnage shipped is significantly
was very high. This in turn has lower. The lower amount
led to a lot of shippers to not use shipped, is due to labor unrest .
the NY and NJ· ports, citing and strikes. The strikes have
they are to expensive. Reduc- given the West Coast dock
tions in the amount of workers workers a reputation for being
to 2,700, have allowed the Port unreliable. This reputation has
Authority of NY and NJ to lower scared away many shippers.
prices from $3.50 to $2.90, per Shippers need efficient workers
ton. This price reduction, which to quickly unload ships, for a
allows shippers to make more rapid turnaround time. If a
money, is believed by many to quick turnaround is not avail-
have fueled the recent rise in able at a port, a shipper will
shipping. Michael L. Sclar, an just find another.
analyst who recently completed Finally, for our ports to survive, Ifdepth is increased
a study of shipping trends for they need good intermodal
the Port Authority, commented transportation connections. 5 feet, to 45 feet, in a
about the lower prices and other Intermodal t r a n s p or ta t i o n little Qver q, decade
recent port improvements. means; good hookups frornour ' we will have an 00-
"New York has been fighting to ports to the nations main rail-
maintain its position, and it is way, and highway, arteries. ditional40,000jobs.
now getting to the point where The ports need good I(we go further to 50
it can now be more competi- intermodal hookups to insure h
tive." While we have made sig- quick turnaround time, from ( , feet, by 2015 ~ ~re
nificant strides in pricing, when the goods are unloaded, "-rJwill.be an additional.
prices are still above where they till ~hey reach ~heir destination. 50 000jobs in the
should be, since it is estimated While our r egrons ports havea' .•
the docks only need 2,200 work- consumer base of 17 million city. By 2(J40 total-job
ers, not 2,700. people, if the goods are not able growth will amount
It is evident the Ports of NY ,to reach those.people~uickly, .. . ,.(JOOl-The _
and NJ· hav:emany problems, "other ports ·wIll r-ecerve the to 176, ... ..... 'Be are ~
which make them undesirable· shipping. For exa~pl~.,"if_~t__" ..iOb.B thatATYdeS.Pflr- ----.---~~
for: manys'~ipl>e~::'-~~--S~rar--~ tak"e·s·."t'en 'days for goods to get . "ately.:iIfietlB,--T,r;ith-ifB . .. _. . _
says "Down t h e road" huge to the consumer from our ~orts, ,
amounts of cargo will be com- but from the port of Baltimore unemployment rate
ing to the Eastern ports from (whi~h has. excellent rail con- far above the na-
East Asia and those cargoes nections), It only takes three, ti I rase
' . . . hi k h hi ona 1-1 •will be cormrig In ShIpS that re- where do you t In t e smppers
quire 45- or 50 foot draft. New will go? The answer is quite ob-
York has to begin to send sig- vious. Al though New Jersey
nals that it will be ready." does have good rail connections,
While the ports are not in shape the N.Y. Ports of Red Hook and
to accommodate the influx in Staten Island lack intermod~l All these wonderful economic
cargo, the ports can be fixed and connections. This probl~m IS benefits will 'only happen if the
h b b . dd d b makirig a ports of New York and New Jer-become a world class u port emg a resse, y
in the future. The main problem rail connection using the Staten sey get deeper. However, if mea-
that faces the channels, dredg- Island Railroad. Additionally, sures are not taken soon, we
ing, and what to do with the there is t~lk that ~ayo!"Guliani will never see this future eco-
mud, is being addressed. A new is pIan n i ng to build a tunnel nomic growth, and current ship-
dumping facility, in Newark underwater that would conn~ct ping levels, in the future, will
Bay, which will be able to the ports of Brooklyn to major not be maintained. Ultimately,
handle 1.5 million cubic yards, rail links. without improvements, our
has recently been complet.ed. If the Port Authority of ~Y ports will be reduced to insig-
While this is only a temporary and NJ does go through WIth nificant feeder ports, which
solution to the dispose of the the necessary improvements, only supply other, larger, hub
silt, long term solutions are be- which must include greater ports.
~~gu::a~~:~f~~~;z~~:a~:~ ~i?::'f~~o:l:n;:~:~d:~;O::~CkAtteDtion
::;::~:rl;~~::r:Sbl~h:::::~~ ~:~~aer:unt~ ti;:; W:e~tio:i;~ B1.l.SlIless·
~~~~es0:: :~::~~~s ::::~g. ~~: :~:~~~;:W~h :~~d:;~~r~~:i~~: J€l'Q.F.•...•..~.·....~.D. ~~~m
other idea, is to resurface the Accord~ng~o a study by the Port ...-'.- '.. :.:.v'- ,,,..• _.~__ ..,, .•..•y_.,;~~:.~>; ..~",''''''z.~.'-,.
sea floor by finding valleys~uthorIty,if our harbor sta~s at 1\;~II:.:'..:').~~:f;: .... :~:~:~V
caused by the movement of Its current depths, no new JO~s l;V.liaj~1:~.:·· "'i,¥~·:~JlJ.
:~::: and pushing the mu~"" ;:~~:7s ~~~::::~d ~of:':t:~~B~-~ili "--
Even though the dredging IS feet, in a little over a decade we . -.;-:. .. . ··:.~··· .. ,vt ;.. .'.. .
vital for the survival of lSur will have an additional 40,000
ports in the future, the help of jobs. If we go further to 50 feet,
the unions are needed. The by 2015' there will be an addi-
union workers must agree to tional50,000 jobs in the city. By
reasonable salaries to help keep 2040 total job. growth will
prices down. If they fail to do amount to 175,000! These are
this, shipping prices will rise, jobs that NY desperately needs,
mines means the dredging pro-
cess becomes extremely expen-
sive. Transporting mud, has
raised the price of disposal,
from $5 to $10 dollars per cubic
yard, to nearly $100.
To create greater depth for the
NJ side port will be extremely
expensive, since the blasting of
bedrock is now needed. James
Capo, New York Shipping Asso-
ciation president commented on
the need for greater depth.
"The need to dredge the Kill van
Kull to 45 feet is a make-or-
break situation for the port be-
cause it would break the port if
we didn't get the 45 feet that we
need right now." Despite the
cost, NY and NJ ports must
reach 45, if not 50 feet to sur-
vrve.
Depth is not the only problem
plaguing our ports. Our harbors
lack a sophisticated traffic con-
trol' system. Even if our harbors
were deepened t6 50 feet, with
a lack of controls guiding the




The reason for shippers to re-
quire traffic controls, is quite
simple. The bottom line to all
shipping companies rests on,
which port would be most prof-
itable for them to use. If the
proper guidance systems for
ships are not in place, collisions
may occur, which obviously
would not be profitable for the
shipping companies. The reason
for larger ships, which require
us to deepen our channels, is
profits as well. The larger the
ship, the more containers a ship
can carry, and additional con-
tainers translate to additional
profits. The future of our ports
will be hinged on the factor of
profitability for the shipping
companies. This issue of profits
bring us to our Ports next prob-
lem, cost per ton.
Shippers want low rates on
their goods shipped. If we have
low prices we will attract busi-
ness. Recently, the volume of
goods that were shipped to NY
and NJ's harbors increased 12
percent. This is the first time in
two decades there was an in-
crease in shipping to our local
ports. The Ports of NY and NJ
continued from page 10
Recently, the govern-










Up to this point, a combina-
tion of dredging and b laating
have solved our depth problems,
though the process is not cheep.
Currently, however, our dredg-
ing efforts to increase depth fur-
ther, in line with the growth of
ship size, have been brought to
a standstill.
Recently, the government
closed the mud dumping site off
Sandy Hook NJ. They did this
in response of environmental-
ists who found" the mud from the
bottom of the harbors to be con-
taminated with dioxin. Because
of the mud dump elosure, there
is virtually no 'place to dispose
of the riverborne silt. As a con-
sequence we can no longer
dredge and deepen our ports, so
ships are beginning to avoid our
region. According to the Jour-
nal of Commerce, NY and NJ
now lose 10% of its container
shipments to the Port of
Halifax, Nova Scotia, which has
deep .. channels.
To combat this problem of
channels which are too shallow,
the Port Authority, has begun
dumping mud in empty mines.
However there are· two prob-
lems with this strategy. First,
mines are. only a temporary so-
lution. Second, dumping mud in
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tainer ships getting larger by
the year, they require more
depth to navigate. Our ports
were built for ships tha t re-
quired 16 to 18 foot depths, with
. a 21 foot depth, at a maximum.
Currently ships have grown in
size to require 40 feet of depth,
or more. .
Faced wi th channels tha t
were too shallow, in the 1880's
the Port Authority began dredg-
ing, -or removing mud, from the
bottom of the harbor. This sys-
tem of dredging combated the
depth problem for many years.
Currently our harbors have a
depth of 40 feet, due to dredg-
ing. Additionally, for the New
Jersey ports, such as Kill van
KuII, the 40 foot depths re-
quired blasting of rock which is
at 30 feet. This blasting process,
which removed 10 feet of rock,
cost $350 million dollars. In the
near future ships are expected
to require depths of 45 to 50
feet, which is considerably
deeper than our ports can now
handle. Shippers look for ports
that which are deep enough, yet
many ports, including the ports
of New York and New Jersey
cannot handle them. There are
ships in the water today that
cannot call on the East Coast of
the United States," said Bill
Mclaen, director of operations
a t the South Carolina State
ated by business dependent on
the port. If you add up all the
numbers, the total contribution
of our pots to the regional
economy comes to. 200,000 jobs,
$28 billion in sales, and $ 7.5
billion in wages. The Kill van .
Kull port of New Jersey, which
takes in 30 billion gallons pe-
troleum, is the largest petro-
leum port in the US From this
data, it is evident our regions
ports are important to our
economy, and our jobs. We must
be 'concerned with the future of
our ports, and make sure it cor-
rects it's problems.
Our harbors provide
goods to our region
that generate $19




$6.2 billion in wages
The main problem with our
harbor is the lack of depth in
the shipping channels, making
them too shallow for container
vessels to navigate. With con-
VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE
(VITA) PROGRAM IS COMING BACK!
Sponsored by Golden Key National Honor Society
VITA OFFERS FREE TAX HELP TO THE NEEDY.
ALL INTERESTED IN PROVIDING COMMUNITY
SERVICES THROUGH VITA DURING THIS
ACADEMIC YEAR~
STAY ALERT!
WATCH FOR POSTERS AND ARTICLES WITH INFORMATION ON
SIGN-UP PROCEDURES.
INDIVIDUALS WHO PREVIOUSLY WORKED IN VITA AND WHO
WOULD LIKE TO SERVE AS SITE OR SHIFf COORDINATORS IN
THE PROGRAM ARE ENCOURAGED TO CALL OR DROP BY TIlE
omcs OF DEAN OF STUDENTS IN RM 1702~ 360 PAS~
(212)806-6820.
LEAVE YOUR NAME. YOUR PHONE NUMBER AND YOU WILL BE
CONTACTED.
The ports of New York and
New Jersey, are among the ma-
jor shipping hubs of the world,
and currently controls a large
portion of all shipping on the
Northern coast of the United
States. However, if major infra-
structure changes to improve
the ports do not take place, the
ports as we know them today,
will cease to exist.
While thismay come as a sur-
prise to many people, 95 percent
of all goods transported around "
world, travel on ships. Many
people .in NY do not even know
that our region has a major har-
bor. The Port Authority is
thought of as an organization
that operates bridges, tunnels,
airports, and collects tolls. Most
people when asked about the fu-
ture of NY and NJ 's ports, show
a complete disinterest to the
whole topic. However, our har-
bors make up a sizable portion
of our regional economy.
According to a study by the
Port Authority of NY and NJ,
our harbors provide goods to our
region that generate $19 billion
in sales. Additionally, the ports
generate 166,500 jobs, which
translates into $6.2 billion in
wages, for our local region. Fur-
thermore, an additional 32,000
jobs, $1.5 billion in wages, and
$10 billion in sales are gener-
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For more information concern-
ing Yard Productions Inc.,
please contact the copmpany
@www.yrd.com
without the time consuming process
ofdownIoadingthe clip, was a techno-
logical breakthrough. ~r the soft-
ware testedandprovedto beworkable,
the couple received an authorization
to represent VDO on the East Coast.
Since then, the company has pro-
vided services for clients such as the
internationally-famed rock band U2.
Yard built a web site used to promote
the band's international tour. ''Be-
cause we do plant video clips in the
web sites, we offer a different .web
page," said Ms. Divon. ''By hiringour
services, our clients receive attractive
web pages which include movement
and sound, not only pages upon pages
ofwords which cause the reader to get
bored," she added.
Yard also offers live Internet broad-
casts and helps companies conduct
internationalconferences through the
Internet without the need to invest in
expensive equipment or technicians.
For example, it broadcast over the net
a livejazz session from the"Blue Note",
a jazz club in lower Manhattan. As
with other companies, Yard also cre-
atescustomizedCD-ROMS and screen
savers. 'The web is a very powerful
advertising tool, because most often
people don't get to your site by mis-
take," saidMs. Divon. "Theygot there
because they wanted to know more
aboutyour products or theywere look-
ing for similar products."
Cable modems, devices that connect
to houses through the cable system
and enable Internet uaers to receive a
large amount of information, are ex-
pected to be experimentally installed -
in the Boston, Mass. area in the up-
coming year. ''In the future every
house will have a cable-modem, which
would enableweb Users to watchvideo
segmentsat.a speed.of25-30--frames ..
per second," Ms.· Divon explained: ..
'This equals the speed and quality of
a regular movie. It means that we
would he able to rent a video movie
without getting out of the house or
-buying a CD without going to the
music store."
Ms. Divon thinks that there is a sub-
stantial use for cable modems. She
has demos of projects sitting in her
drawers waiting to be pulledout at the
right moment. 'We already have 200
hours of material ready to be broad-
cast, including dog training lessons
and French classes," she said.
With the growing number ofcompa-
nies and increasingcompetition in the
industry; Yard is always on the look-
out for young and innovative profes-
sionals. According to Mr. Divon there
is a large demand for system admin-
istrators and Webmasters. There is
also a demand for graphic designers
with knowledge ofHyperThxt Makeup
Language (HTML). Yard currently
has three vacant positions; marketing
personnel; project manager (responsi-
bilities includes conducting internal
projects for web site development); and
a part-time internship in program-
ming. ''Since we are notyet a rich com-
pany we do not offer high salaries, but
we do offer training and we have the
ideal set-up for college graduates who
need a small and warm place to start
and can grow with us as we grow."
A Yard In The
Alley
By Shai Tzach
Sitting in her officeon the eleventh
floorofa shabby office buildinglocated
on 141 W 28th St., Yael Divon, 32,
owner and director marketingat Yard
Productions Inc., is content with the
progress of her company. Yard Pro-
ductions Inc. is a provider ofnew me-
dia services. Mainly, it designs and
maintains web sites. What differs
Yard from its competitors is that it
knows how to survive in the ever-
changing world ofhigh tech.
. It was only threeyears ago thatYael
and her husband Ronen, 33, owner
and technical director, established the
company in their living room in
Queens. The spacious office in which
the company is now located and its con-
stant demand for employees indicates
how far Yard has come in the last
couple ofyears.
Yard is a part of a larger phenom-
enon. A survey conducted by the New
York New Media Association, and
Coopers & Lybrand, an international
accountingfinn, found that there were
4,000 companies in the Tri-State area
that specialize in the same field as
Yard. Some 33% of them are located
in lower Manhattan, dubbed ''Silicon
Alley" after California's Silicon Valley;
and another 33% are located. in other
boroughs.
Silicon Alley employs an estimated
18,000 people. Theever-growingnum-
her of companies and fierce competi-
tion to develop the iatest .products ex-
plains why some 17% ofthem do not
survive their first year in the market-
place. With constant technological
changes in the works, companies are
in what industry experts call the
"adopt or abort" situation.
With this in mind, the Divans are in
a constant frenzy in trying to keep
their company one step ahead of the
competition. One method in which
they keep pace with the marketplace
is through networkingwith othercom-
panies such as VDOnet, Microsoft
(which owns 20% of VDO), Kodak,
Cyberphilia, and Buzzco. ''Since we
are a company that positioned itself
as a leader in implementingnew tech-
nologies into our web operations, we
have agreements with several compa-
nies for whom we do beta testing for
new products," said Mr. Divon. "With
other companies...we exchange ser-
vices," he added. For example, small
animation segments are done in-house
while larger segments are performed
by Buzzco, an animation studio.
As with many cases ofstart-up com-
panies, Yard was founded on a combi-
nation of hard work and being in the
right place at the right time. The con-
ception ofYardbegan when Mr. Divon,
a computer enthusiast and an under-
graduate at the School ofVisual Arts,
was asked by VDO, an Israeli based
software company; to help it test and
promote a new product the company
was workingon. "At the time I had a
successful short film playing in the fes-
tivals and they needed a film they can
showwithout fearingcopyright issues.
SoI agreed to lend them my film to be
broadcast on the Internet," said Mr.
Divon. The product, which enables
Internet users to view video clips just





Study abroad can be a-life-changing experience.
Learn a new language, make international
friends. learn more about yourself and your own
culture, learn about your heritage and increase
your understanding of the world ...all while earn-
ing CUNY coHege credit! .
Semester programs in China, Ecuador, Greece,
and Italy
Summer programs in Denmark, Ecuador,
England, Greece, and Italy
SEE THE WORLD FROM A NEW PERSPECTIVE
For more information, please contact:
The College of Staten Island
Center for International Service
North Administration 2A, Rm 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Staten Island, NY 10314
Telephone: (718) 982-2100
Fax: (718) 982-2108
Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (GGIS)
The College of Staten Island/CUNY sponsoring
overseas programs for over 12 years
Financial AidApplies / Scholarships Available
DEDICATED FACULTY
Learn from award-winning scholars, scientists,
engineers, architects, authors and artist;
ACONVENIENT LOCATION
Our beautiful 35 acre Manhattan campus is easily
accessible by public transportation.
ATRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
City has produced eight Nobel Prize winners, and is
among the top ten schools nationally in the number of graduates
who have gone on to earn the Ph. D. degree.
AN AFFORDABLE TUITION
Graduate tuition for New York State residents is only $4,350 per year.
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE PROGRAMS·
Choose from programs in Architecture,
Education. Engineering, Humanities, Music,
Sciences and Social Sciences.
ITALY I
Art &Art History
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set forthby theUnitedStates. Puerto-
Rican activists have fought continu-
ouslyto hold on to their identity as a
people. Two of the more outstanding
examples presented by Professor
Lopez included the cases of Carmen
Valentin and Alicia Rodriguez.
Valentin arrived in the United
Statesat the age often..Amassingsev-
era! degrees including a Bachelor of
Arts, and Master IIIIIIIIII!!!I~~~""'---------------'
ofArts, she was in
theprocessofcom-
pletingherDoctor-
ate at Loyola Uni-
versity She gained





riculum as well as
herotheractivities ,
reflected her're-"
fusal to ignore the
plight of' her;
people.Herpersis- .





" Valentin was ar- -, '~''''''-
rested in 1980, ac- .',* .•• ',' :~::-:s::~~.;,.; ..~:.;~.::-, p. .....
cused of seditious ." . ... . ' d . '.' •
. d Carmen ValentIn sentence to 95 yearsm prasonconspIracy an .
ers made a speech which included a sentenced to~ years in prison. Her
slide presentation of current inmates release date is 2043. .
intheUnitedStates.AlthoughPuerro- Alicia Rodriguez was the first
Rico is considered a "commonwealth", member of her family to be born
there are thousands of people within in the United States. The first
.: theaCtivistcommunio/.who.:~rtain . time she set eyes on Puerto Ri~o
~tha~·~~~~;~"fn~~~'~,:was shortly after graduating
,~ .. .. ofim ... ieies high school. As a biology stu-
'-'derif 'at"trniversity"·'orCliicago.
Appalled at the conditions of in-
dustrial pollut.ion and she
.made the connection that this
was result of imperialism. Ar-
rested in 1980 and accused of
seditious consptraey.ehe is sen-
tenced to 85 years. Her release
date is 2016~ .
Marco Rojas, representing
the Committee in Support of the




-a.-W:II.ll.C!;q::.1.1:0 es~ , VVJl.1f._~_IJ:~-
cussed in terms ot their politi-
cal persecution they face as a
result of U.S. backed Fujimori
regrme,
While acknowledging that
their cause was a difficult one,
hope was reflected on many of
the faces in the auditorium that
day. A fighting spirit was dis-
played by many of these people
who refused to compromise
their principles and vowed to
continue the fight. Interna-
tional unity was demonstrated
that day over an important
issue that everyonecan identify
with: freedom.
tee forJustirefor NassarAhmedurged
the audience to contact them if there
are interested inAhmecfs struggle.
'The police bombed what ?m" ex-
c1aimedDaniel Augustin, a Baruch
freshman upon learning from an au-
dience member what happened to
MOVE and its members. MOVE, a
group which stressed·the importance
ofrespectingnature, while refusingto
have any part in technology, all
adopted the surname Africa to iden-
tifywith their ancestors. On May 13th,
1985 Philadelphia police surrounded
the MOVE.row house and dropped a
bombon the roofin whatofficialsclaim
to be an attempt to punch holes to in-
sert tear gas. The bomb started a fire
that both Police Commissioner
Sambor andFireCommissioner Rich-
mond agreed to deliberately bum
down anentire cityblock. This left 250
peoplehomeless including 'people
from the MOVE house. PamAfrica, a
member of MOVE,'was not there to
talk aboufher experience ,. but to-rep-
resent MumiaAbuJamal, arenowned
journalist, and former MOVE mem-
ber , is currently on death row. Pat
Lavasseur.a former political prisoner
herself ,came to speakon behalfofthe
Ohio 7, anti-imperialist prisoners in
the United States.
Professor Ana Lopez from the Na-
tional Committee toFreePuerto-Rican
Prisoners ofWar and Political Prison-
Alicia Rodriguez Qeft)'sentencedtO"85 years in prison
INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY DAY
By Sergy Tabuteau yers have never been able to investi-
gate evidence that the United States
Walking down the 4th floor . governmenthas usedas~irbasisfor
hallway of the 23rd street build- his imprisonment.. He has, beende- .
ing, you couldn't help but realize rued-bail, political asylum, and the
that there is a desperate struggle right to confront his~ in open
taking place. The normally empty court. Ahmed Sattar a representative
Baruch hallway was lined from m
wall to wall with tables thatwere
covered with literature, petitions,
T-shirts and books. One particu-
lar table that caught the attention
of several passers-by, had a very
large poster covered with pictures
filled with smiling faces. A sign -
that read ''If you don't know who
these people are, just ask" leaned
against the bottom. A little out of




when they were free to be with
their families, when they were not
looked upon as troublemakers or
criminals, and when there were
not considered to be political pris-
oners.
On October 24, Baruch faculty,
students and members from the
international activist community
filled the 4 North auditorium. The
International Solidarity Day with
Political Prisoners was co-spon-
sored by the Black and Hispanic
Studies Department of Baruch
College and the International Soli-
darity Day with Political Prison-
ers Ad Hoc Committee. Dr. David
Traverzo, a newly tenured profes-
sor from the Black and, Hispanic
Studies offered welcoming re-
marks along with Lorenzo Rosello
from the National Commi ttee.
Several representatives were on
hand to 'present astounding testi-
mony on the behalf of political
prisoners from the United States,
Puerto Rico, Peru, Egypt, and
Spain.
Nassar Ahmed, an Egyptian en-
gineerhas been held in a NewYork
"City detention center' for over a
year now even though he has
never been accused of a crim.e. He
is part of .an activist COIDIl!unity
that is very vocal against the hu-
man rights abuses of the Egyptian
government. Even though there is
ahigh possibility that he will be
murdered by the Egyptian govern-
ment once returned to Egypt,
Ahmed is faced with the threat of
deportation. Labeled a "national
security risk", Ahmed and his law-
\
SPRING BREAK 98'
Largest selection of Ski & Spring Break. Destina-
tions, including Cruises! Foam Parties, Drink
Specials and our Peace & Luv Concerts. Group
Discounts and Free Trips available.
Epicurean Tours 1-800-231-4-FUN
Inkwell Editorial & Word Processing
Student Papers, Resumes, Cover Letters,
Administrative Overflow, Faculty Handouts,
Dissertations, Etc. Fast, Professional, Reasonable.
352 Seventh Avenue (b/t, 29th & souo
212-402-7706
STARVING STUDENTS
Short on Cash? Earn a FREE trip to Cancun or
Bahamas selling trips to your Fellow Classmates!
Call FREE FOR DETAILS 1-800-244-4463
,.
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EXTRA INCbME FOR '97 "
Earn $500 - $ioOO stuffing envelopes. For details -
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
for
Student Activities & Services







6547 N Academy Blvd. Dept N
Colorado Springs, Co. 80918
Ifyou consider yourself to be competitive, hardworking,
self-motivated and you are interested in a special oppor-
tunity with unlimited income potential - give us a call!
Patterson Travis, a full service investment firm has a
few openings for stockbroker trainees.
GIVE US A CALL TO IIEAA OUR EXCITING
STORY!
OPEN TO ALL· COLLEGE MAJORS
.Mail resume or call: Adam Luysterborghs
Patterson Travis, Inc.
One Battery ParkPlaza _




mail: club corner entries
at
27th-- January 3rd in Portland, Oragon.
To learn more about AIESEC and what
we offer. feel free to contact us at:
AIESEC Baruch 360 Park Ave South,
Suite 144·5 New York, NY 10010
Tel 212 802 9067
Email: aieseC@scsu,baruch.cuny.edu
Web Site: www.us.aiesec.orgllclbaruch
GAMMA pm RHO Sorority
~ .. ~.. -.., -.
Muiti-Cultural~
••••••••••••••••••••••••
Do you know that there is a sororiety at
Baruch? A sorority is a group of individu-
als that over time becomes a family. Our
sorority is very diverse as well as unique.
Our motto is " Breaking all barriers"
because we are not the typical sorority. If
you want to become part of our happy
little family, come check us out at room
2056 at PAS during Club Hours. Gamma
Phi Rho Sorority Rush ~eeti~gswill be




._<>--- _.• - ''FheBOULSURVIV~ . .to..~- .__ .
duce a culture-centered vibe a ongstn-
dents of color and to questio ..our positions
in the world as a requireme t to become a
true human civilization. Wi struggle
against oppressive ideas of acism, sexism
(patriarchy),'and the ideas f the upper
class. We encourage studen to take an
interest in local, national, an world news,
issues and events pertaining t themselves.
We plant seeds that will change the status
ofour communities socially, economically,
politically, and mentally. The SOUL SUR-
VIVORS promote off campus activities with
grassroots organizations, i.e. feeding pro-
grams, conferences, rallies, cop watches,
poetry readings and etc. This year we are
working on the Million Woman March, Book
Drive for prisoners, the annual Heather
Toussaint student scholarship and educat-
ing students on budget cuts.
AIESEC is the largest non-profit, student-
run, international exchange program in the
world. Its purpose is to contribute to the
development of our countries and their
people with an overriding commitment to
international understanding andcooperation
Founded at the end of the World War II,
AIESEC was designed to provide young
people with an opportunity to gain global
perspectives and understanding through a
foreign management training experience.
Today, AIESEC students ~t $rEf than 820
universities, including Baruch:Q>~ege,·in.87
countries worldwide arrange short term jobs
for one another on a reciprocal basis. These
management traineeships, are' ~proyided by .
many of the world's leading companiesand
organization who recognize the importance
of investing in today's youth. We welcome
all of you to experience tour international-
ism and leadership training by attending our







We at ASEDOM are a culturally based
organization. We believe in preserving our
heritage while exposing other ethnic
groups to the historic background and
customs of our Caribbean life. We are
interested in meeting new people who are
serious and dedicated to changing the
Latino image to a more positive one while
having tons of fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more,
drop by room 1512 of the 360 PAS build-
ing and drop a note in the ASEDOM mail
box. Leave your name and a telephone
number where you can be reached.
Phi bEta Sigma is a national honor
society for underclassmen (freshman
and sophomores). Our goal is to en-
courage and reward academic excel-
lence among Baruch College students.
Our activities include: workshops on
different topics of interest(internships,
management, resume enhancement
and scholarships), visits to places of in-
terest (UN, Unicef, etc.), participation
in volunteer programs including New
York Cares Day, Volunteers ofAmerica,
and the Salvation Army. We hope to
m-ake the transition process into
Baruch a pleasant one for freshmen by
serving as a link between the activities.




The officers of the chapter can be con-
tacted through the Dean of Students of- .
fice at 360 PAS room 1702, (212)802-
6820
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STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS
The primary concern of STU-
DENTS FOR STUDENTS is to assist
and encourage new and incoming
students to excel academically as well
as socially through networking tech-
niques. The club sponsors films,





• No, I didn t forget. •
• - you-knoUJ-who •
• • ,.,z.,_ •• In ~ue 7icker ••••••••••••••••••
Boy Talk says to Lost Sheep:
Let me shepherd you my fellow
lost 'sheep, I've been down. that
road before. Chances are, like
what my female counterpart said
(not the turkey-stuffingpart), this
new chick is not the real deal.
Before I discourage you too mucli
though, I'd like to point out that
when it comes to matters of the
heart, you never know. Maybe
this new girl is THE one so you
should explore your options but
don't get too entrenched into
things.
your infatuation. too quickly you
might regret your action and the
consequences that will follow.
But if you want to satisfy your
Wild Sexual Side, I say stuff her
like a Thankgiving turkey and
make her gobble with pleasure!
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I am heavily involved in stu-
dent activities in the College and
I seem to have a hard time jug-
gling my responsiblities in school
and spending time with my girl-
friend. Any suggestions?
- Too Busy
Boy Talk says to Too Busy:
You'd rather spend time doing
club activities than spend time
with your girl. You either have a
problem prioritizing the details in
your life or your girlfriend is driv-
ing you crazy and your club or
other activity is a means ofescap-
ing her. You have to ask yourself
that question. Since you want
some kind of advice, let me give
you some: How about getting your
girlfriend - prooided she goes to
Baruch as well - to jpin your club
and get inooloed: That way' you-
can kill two birds with one stone.
Girl Talk says to Too Busy:
Speaking from experience, it's not
easy juggling all those responsi-
bilities. The key phrase is Time
. Management. - Betosidecertain
time in the day for only certain
tasks. If you do not accomplish
those tasks by the allocated time,
just move on to the next tasks. Re-
member, school comes before all
else because -if you fail out of
school you won't be able to make
the Big Bucks. Ifyou don't make
the big bucks you 'll lose your girl-
friend. No money, no girl!!
NOVEMBER 12, 1997
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I've been in a happy relationship
for the past three years, but I've re-
cently met a girl that interests me.
I still love my girl but I also have
some feelings for this other girl. Am
I just infatuated with this new girl
or am I starting to develop real feel-
ings for her? What about my girl-
friend? I need some guidance,
. Lost Sheep
Girl Talk says to Lost Sheep:
Most likely this is just an infatua-
tion but ifyou really want to find
out, get to know this new girl better.
Ifthe infactuation. continues itprob-
ably means you are developing real
feelings for her. I suggest that you
take this one day at a time and ex-
amine this carefully. The reason
you've been with yourgirlfriend for
three years must mean something
and I'm sureyou do not want to give
that up so easily. Ifyo"" rush into
in order to be treated respectfully
by the people ofStudent Life.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I recently had a lesbian dream
yet I'm in a heterosexual relation-
ship. Does that mean that I'm re-
ally a bisexual?
-• Subconscious
Boy Talk says to Subconscious:
Can you tell me more about your
dream in detail ...Just kidding. In -
one word, no, you're not a lesbian.
Having homosexual dreams does
not mean you are a gay. People
dream of the oddest things while
they sleep.. Ifwhatyou dream con-
stitutes who you are, then I'Tn an
inter-galactic hero who gets all
the chicks because I saved the
world from disaster and....well, you
get the idea. But if the idea of
bumping fur with another woman
intrigues you, then by all means,
go ahead. Just make sure you give




~ Girl Talk says to SubconscioUS: - .«.,
Having a lesbian dream does not
make you alesbian. As long as you
are not attracted to a fellow female
in real life you have nothing to
worry about. But you should be
aware that everyone has some sort
of homosexual tendencies
expecially if you are homophobic.
The more homophobic you are the
more you are trying to repress your
homosexuality. So your lesbian
dream means one of two things:
nothing or you're a lesbian!
:.~{i¥~~~*k~~~:·
Boy Talk~ Girl Tq,lk is an ad-
vice column that tries lo shed
light on all aspects of life. We
try to give views on both the Boy Talk says to R.T.: As I al-
male and female perspective, ways say: Don't take my colleague's
since they tend to differ. Weare advice!!! If you have a problem
not experts in this, but we can with Student Life, or any other de-
all use some advice at one point partment in the College, do voice
or another. So feel free to sub- your concerns to a person in charge.
mit questions to us. We will do . In the case of Student Life, do
our best to give you answers. speak to Carl Aylman . He'salways
concerned about the sfrldent's
needs, whether or not the student
is a "somebody" - as Girl Talk likes
to refer to them as. Do be courte-
ous and respectful when dealing
with people, it can really go a long
toqy: Even ifyou're rude to the per-
son behind the counter of
McDonald's, they'll give you a hard
time.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I think I am truly in love with
this girl, but I don't know how to
express my feelings toward her the
correct way. I admit that rye even
plagiarized from that Kiro guy in
the poems section to get girls in the
past, but this time, I want to be
true to this one girl and stop lying.
Please help me.
- Player
Boy Talk says to Player: Kiro
will surely be glad that you use his
material to woo the ladies. I sug-
gest you reveal your true selfto this
girl before you continue this farce
any longer. Sooner or later, you'll
be unable to keep this 'fake' selfof
yours. Unless you have secret de-
sires of having sex with farm ani-
mals, I'm almost sure that she'll
love you for the real you. So go
ahead and show your true colors to
this girl, even ifit means revealing
the uiierdest and quirkiest things
about yourself If she happens to
reject the real you then it only
means that it was the pseudo-per-
sona that she was attracted to and
not the real you. Besides, she prob-
ably knows that you're borrowing
Kiro's lines. I hear all the chicks
read his stuff.
Girl Talk says to Player: The
truth shall set you free! The longer
you hold back your true feelings,
the harder it will be for you to ex-
press them later on. The best way
to handle this is to start throwing
hints at this girl. Eventually, the
girl will catch on andyou can make
your BIG move. I suggest you stop
plagiarizing Kiro's poetry because
if the girl finds out she might end
up being interested in him and not
you!
- R.T.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I have a complaint about those
people who are in Student Life, es-
pecially those snobby faculty
members. They always make me
wait and just. like to-snub people
off. Can anything be done about
this?
Girl TalksaystoR.T.: Complain
to the Director ofStudent Life, Carl
Aylman. If he doesn. t listen to you
just stay away from The Office of
Student Life. Ifyou cant stay away
from Student Life, I suggest that
you make yourself important so
people in student life will treat you
better. You need to be a somebody
\
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The Father Ford Associates of Catholic Campus Ministry
at
Columbia University and Barnard College
announce
THE TwENTIETH ANNUAL MERTON LECTURE
'Dead Man Walking:
, The journey"
to be delivered by .
Sr. Helen. Prejean, C.S.).
Atctlior of
"Dead Mall WalklllS
All Eyewitlless Account of the
Death Penalty III the United States"




(Enter from Broadway at 116th Street)
. The le.cture is free and open to the public.
Further information may be obtained by calling (212) 854-5110.
THIS AD SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF CA THOUe
CAMPUS MINISTRY AT BARUCH COLLEGE
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Earn Extra Cash!
Jobs Available in January!
In our Convenient Syosset Location.
We will have a number of full and part time temporary
clerical jobs available in our Syosset location. Most
assignments will last 4 weeks. Starting salary is $5.75 - . /
$7.75/hr., depending on assignment. No experience .
-IS necessary.
Men and women who are .at least 18 years of age, who
want to work in pleasant surroundings, and could use a
few extra dollars can' come in and fill out an application.
Call the personnel department for directions.
PUBLISHERS '
CLEARING HOUSE:':' -- -
, - .
® ' 6901 JDtICHO TURNPIKE
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pieces and when you
rome to the Bronx the
peoplewant togiveyou
space to paint.






doyou see is t;lfe legacy
and importance of
-N
G) these memorial mu-
~ rals?
~ Bio: That's something
§ we get called to do.
c= That's not something
::e we set out to do.
E.R.: Many have the
perception thatyou guys are a funeral
service on the wall.
Biu What?! I heard gun shots...We
get caUs. We've done old women, ba-
bies, older men. A lot of people have
the misconreption that all the memo-
rial walls are drug dealers. They ask
. us why we're glorif.ying drug dealers
but that's not the ease. In the begin-
ning, the first few walls were people
we knew and as. times went on it
started to cross overwhere we were
doing. memorial walls for someoneu
father, ·sorileone's~. .
We crossed that barrier from
younger people to older people now
.~itasartasoppoeed towbat they
call vandalism.. When they see the fi-




.BG 183: We met up inhigh school at
James Moriroe High School. We all
met in an art class. lwas paintingfor
a longtime, but I sawBio paintinglet-
ters and 'thought, 'I can do a fare, a
~askulI, butI can'twritemyname.'
I started learninghow to do grafwith
my name. From there we continued
meeting each othet: My other part-
ners,Brim,M8ckandBasshada crew
calJed'm£ They knewBio and then
Nicer and I got involved.
It's funny because we used to meet
up in a place that's similarte this(The
Point)·and share outllDee..- T&ekidS. - ~
here learn outlines and styles-from
each other also.. '.
E.R.: What is the importance of d0-
ing the murals around theBronx? .
Btu We gotta make the Bronxbeau-
tiful This borough has to be the one .
to represent New York City as the
heart. You romehereandyou'regonna
•
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Theyarenow a corporation and hired
by oompanies·like· CocaCola to paint
fur them. TATS Cru spokeon selling
their art; graffiti, youth and memo-
rial walls:
Outside The Point, the·hip hop euItural eenter.
ByEdWard~ez
Many·people wonder what have
beenth~~~Iltsofthe lazy hip
hop generation in uplifting~.bet­
tering' the'cOmInUDitj '·If lifremark:.'
able that no one has mecked.the bor-
oughwh~hiphopwascreBted- the
South Bronx, N~Y.. In particular, . _.
HuntsPOim Wl1ere . .,... ...•.. -~ .., -". ,- ' -,;. ,,;. -, ~ ..,..:: -; " ,.. ...;-.~ cg, '.~. . -:.... . - n
.. ~-::.::-.<.~.i-~:./,':.":: ...~.: ,-:-r;.:·~·~,":':';'::"~~·:~ . "_r' ~~ ~ ~ -:..:'!C.:~_. -~~~:.;,-~.•.".\--~.:::~ ~~~ ~-:"~:~::'_:.:;:"_~~. :7~.."'~·_":". t ....'" ,;" ..~.__'(-,~
Point;~·-··: .- .. : ..:._ ....
. -r: . ,.,._.... -~. .... . ----'. '. v: jo;
!i~Q!! Avenue' in the-""
South~4sa,a;· 1It·-~~
center thatoffership hop
and more to the youth in ...
the area. From b-boy
classes conducted by
Crazy Legs of the Rockf:"
Steady Crew to drum: ....
classes teaching tim-
bales, congas, bongos,
etc., there is a richdiver-
sityfor a center that lives -:
on the volunteers of the .
community




happen to teach a class .Tats Cru's'{from -L to r.), Nicer, Bio and BG 183 with Edward Rodriguez•.
on mural art painting
there. They offerinstruction, materi- .
als manytimes, and teach howto ser-
vice their art to the business world
Tats Cru, 00nsisting of Bio, Nicer
and BG 183 alehighlyre8ponsible for
elevating graffiti to· the high level of
mural art, memorial walls' and the Edward Rodriguez: How did you
overall complex art form it is toda.}r. become Tats Cnt?
www.dell.com/pieceof_cake




No more massive computer superstores. Or giant retail mark-ups on stripped down,
bare-bone systems. Because Dell is making thepurchase of your next computer painless
and simple, though notaltogether free. (Sorry.) We've taken some of the best components
in the industry and configured complete computer systems ideal for students, faculty and
staff With features like blazing Intel Pentium processors with MMK'· technology. And
high speed modems for Internet access. Then we priced them with special discounts
available only to those holding university IDs~! And putthe whole enchilada on theWeb.
For easy access. Twenty-four hours a day. Seven days a week. Of course, if you want to
custom build your own system, we have a special Web page that helps you do that,
too-while still getting your university discount:' So click over to our page (or give us a call.
if you'd prefer) and discover foryourself why we're the #1 Wintel PC supplier to education.'
Visit www.dell.com/pieceof_cake
• 12.1 M Active Matrix Display (800x600 SVGA)
• 16MB EDO RAM (72MB Max)
• 256KB l2 Pipeline Burst Cache
• 2.1 GB Hard Drive
• 20X~ Variable CO-ROM
• PCI Bus with 128-bit Graphics Accelerator
with 64K Colors
• 2nd Lithium Ion Battery
• Integrated 16-bit Stereo Sound
• Microsoft Windows 95
• Microsoft Office 97 Small Business Edition
• 3 Year Limited Warranty!
, NOTEBOOK
Visit www.detl.corn/pieceofcake or call us at 1-888-264-7778
'Based on U S UmtShipments according to Dataquest, Inc OZ·97 "Prices and speot.canons valid III the U S only and subject to change Without nonce !For a complete copy
01 Ota- Guarantees or limned Warranties. ple<lse wnte Dell USA l P. One Dell Way. Round Rock. TX 7868Z. Ann Warranties "Discount not available on Latitude lM systems
ValidFaculty!Student/Statf 10 requued Limit one system per 10per year 'Z4X Max/12X Mill 'ZOX Max/ll X Mill 3Com and Etherllllk are registered trademarks and Fast
Etherlmk is a trademark of 3Com Corporation"XZ productsare capable 01 50Kbps downloads Due to FCC rules that restnet power output. however. correrndownload speeds
are limited to 53Kbps. Upload speedsale Iinliledto 33 5Kbps Actual speeds mayvary depending on line conditions Intel. the Intel InsidePentium Processor logo.Pentium and
LANOesk are registered trademarks. and MMX IS a trademark 01 Intel Corporation MS. Microsoft. and Windows are registered trademarks of Mrcmsoft Corporation Dell. the
Dell logo. latitude. and OptiPlex ale registered trademarks of Dell Computer Corporation ©1997 Dell Computer Corporation All fights reserved
-TICKER :FE'ATURES- ·NOVEMBER·:1~-~~·1997·
WITH OI&INE _ & COLLEGE·DlSCOUNTS, BUYING A _ JUST.~ EASIER.
• 32MB EDO RAM/2.1 GB Hard Drive
• 256KB Pipeline Burst Cache
• 800lS Monitor(13.7" v.i.s.)
• Integrated S3 Trio 64V2 with
2MB Video Memory
• 24X: Variable CO-ROM
• Factory Installed MS' Windows 95
• 3 Year Limited Warrantyt
* Off Campus? Add B 5IiK U,S. Robotics
X2** "'-odem for'" $149.
* On Campu~?AIId .llItegrated3Com·
FastEther/ink"'XL 1111100 to,only $75.






VARSOVIA Travel &. Shipping
74E7th .Street, New York, NY 10003 .
LEVERAGED EQUITY DAY TRADER: ENTREPRENEURIAL PROGRAM
A 60 WEEK ON THE JOB TRAINING PROGRAM WHICH INCLUDES NUMEROUS
ASSIGNMENTS SPECIFIC TO A HEAD:TRAi>a'SPRODUCTION GUIDELINES.- TIlESE
ASSIGMENTS WILL INCLUDETEC~_FUND~At.~_,.~.
DESIGNED TO GENERATE PROFIT~'~ON~::~_~~~~~1'\~}~;:~:'.
OF THE MARKET. ~}.·t;:J~ ..~., .<ik~~<·' ..:~~~;~:~~~; :'.{;~}~;:~g.f~-:;:}5f~~ ::
THE PROGRAM INITIALLY PROVIDES YOU'wrra SUBSTANTIAVLEV£RAGEPOIfYo01i ..':~
FUNDS WITH A 70% PAYOUT TO THE TRADER: ON HISIHER pROFITs. ..-, -
INDIVIDUALS WHO APPLY TO THIS PROGRAM MUST HAVE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC
CREDENTIALS AND BE ABLE TO WITHSTAND PERSONAL FINANCIAL RISK.
AT WORLDCO, LLC WE RESPECT THE INHERENT RISK AND VOLATILITY OF THE
MARKET WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY DEVELOPING A PATRWAY TO SUBSTANTIAL
REWARD.
UNDER SUPERVISION OF YOUR HEAD TRADER YOU WILL S",OWLY
LEARN TOUTILIZE THE FIRM'S DISCIPLINES AND PROPRIETARY TRADING
STRATEGIES, . _
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WORLDCO, LLC PLEASE FAX RESUME AND COVER
LEITER TO WALTER SCOTT BRUAN (212) 292-0246.
r;
110 WALL STREET
NEW YORK. NY 10005
... l..C
4? '~~
TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD WITH .
.CUNY Connect
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~ -- . AiOPiWiJUllt,.....
JUMP ON THE WORLD WIDE WE' FOR JUST S,2/MONTH AND
A LOW ONE-TIME AalVATION FEE OF $10. YOU'LL GET:
• 60 hours* of loml access per month
• Free local cruising from 1 AM to 6 AM doily
• Free personal home pages
• Access to e-mail, chat lines, and newsgroups (at no extra charge)
• Fast, easy aaess to the World ,W-Ide Web





Ratessubject to dIMQe. ".95 centsfor Heh actdItIoMI hour, billed in CIIle'"IIlinute lncr8Ients. Remote KCesS avlilable for .. MditioMI1OC per minute.
Your uniWf$ity internet service is~~Mel TeIeconIrnuniQtions COrporation under the ClmpusMC~rnet ProQram. .
-~ .-01997MC1 TeIIciaI_nlcatiaMCorpoIatiofi. AIrIQtlts-resened.
:-",. ':::'~"'~"::'..:'.''- .c,_~=::o - 1,:..·,,_ _ ', :.. :.o.;.._-:~.~,.\":.,~. ,.' .:,
The Weissman Center for International Business
Wednesday, November 19, 1997
12:15-1:45 PM
Room 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South
(Sandwiches & Drinks Served)









GLOBAL CHANGE ASS0 CIA TES
(Energy & Environmental Consulting)
JAMES TRIPP
Environmental Defense Fund
E.R.: Y{)U havea lot ofyoungkids that
drawa lot. What would you.sayto the
kid growinguptryingto getprops tag-
ging and bombing. .
Bio: Unfortunately, there's no way
around that. That's something that
was done before us, by.their fathers,
the history (ofgraffiti). They're gonna
do it regardlessbut at one point they'll
have to realize just how long are they
gonna do that and see the other side
ofit. They're gonna keepbombingand
it's cool but you're gonna get more re-
spect and recognition ifyou start do-
ing this stuff that you're capable of
doing.
BGI83: We were one of the first to
teach graffiti arts. We became the first
counselor of the graffiti art, taking it
to a level that anyone who is writing




More excerpts of this exclu-
sive interview with TATS Cru
can be seen in the Arts @ Work







The Live From The Edge theatre in The Point housing many
great events and shows;
. :.....-..:~ .
-···'"'-One ofthemanyTATS·Cro·m1Jr8lj'atf()rJliDg , Po
one of the very many adorning the South Bronx.
remember that this is not oaly some- tbj~~d it like going to a store
one whose dedicatedher life to thisbut owner and asking pennission to do a
her home. wall.~around theSouthBronx,
E.R.: It's almost like a religious expe- a lot ofowners are recognizing that a
rience. lot of walls out there are getting
NlCel": It is. painted so they let us paint the wall.
Bio: I think. it's deeper.
NICer: Youhave to feelstrongly about
~ something whether it's a religion or
"" what you're doing and this lady feels
100% that what she's doing is right.
~ You gotta respect people like that.
as They know exactly what they want.
... ', ;.. (4-' dt··~· , ..,
TATS Cru'ssuperior work shines behind them every-
where in the South Bronx.
callysee us and thinkwe're breaking
in. We don't wanna attract that type
of media because we're out there all
the time. Right now, when we paint,
we have cops drive by but they don't
say anything 'cause they know us.
They don't give us beef.
E.R.: But you had to gain that.
BG 183: We had to gain that and it
took a while.
Bio: When we first started painting
out here they (cops)used to make us
pack up. 'I don't care ifyou have per-
mission. Pack it up. I don't want to
seeyou here.'~ the cops. What
TICKER ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT NOVEMBER 12,1997
TS Cr-u To The Point
.. ' -' . -: ...,~:
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no support painting a memorial mu- are you gonna say_·'what about my
ral at night with onlythe cops around rights.' At 4 o'clock in the morning I
The community that asked for it don't want to hear it. There are no
wouldn't be there. rights.
Bio: You're painting at 2 or 3 in the E.R.: A lot of people would say that
moming...DuringMemorial Grounds, you don't want to do that. We don't
that woman Margarita Rosario said, want to do anything political on the
'why don't you do a memorial against wall. Ifyou had the support with you
police brutality,' and we were like, while you were painting, it's a differ-
'while there are cameras and media ent story
everything's fine.' You can say what- Bio: If you got a rally going on and
everyou wantbutwhen it comes down you got 200 people then you can write
to the reality at 4 in the morning, and whatever you want. You could write .
it'sjust you out there and the cops are it and be out. Aone time shotbut this
gonna roll up. isn't a one time shot. We're out there
BG 183: One time we finished paint- everyday It's not a hit-n-nm so we
ing a wall and we were packing up have to be careful.
everythingand the cops rolled up with BG 183: Actually for that lady,
their guns out saying, 'What are you (Margarita Rosario) we did paint a
doingout here.' Wejust finished paint- .. mural for her. .
ing the wall. So we have cases all the Bio: She said, 'you could do it at my
time and all they'll see are three Span- house.' .
ish males paintingat the middleofthe Nicer: At the front of her house she
night. We got scaffolds that hang has every single name that's been
against the wall so people automati- killedby policebrutality Butyou gotta
·:f:
~~:~~::, .../:.~-.~ .::' .... _. _ _..>b: .~~r~:~;.~.~ .
Crazy Legs (L) taking time out of teaching his hip hop·dance
class to pose .with fan.
continued from page 23
but we didn't know who to go to.'
E.R.: In theMemorial Groundsevent, .
they repeated often that you were the
ones who documen£ed the history of
people who wouldn't otherwise be
known.
Bio: That wouldn't otherwise have
been known. You're right. These are
not movie stars, they're just average
people in thecommunity that others
cared enoughabout. These people are
known and the community takespart
in this celebration from life to death
'cause what happens is people gather
around, talk, communicate. This be-.
comes a meeting ground, an interac-
tive experience where the whole com-
munity comes together,
E.R.: Do you get opposition from
people opposed to the person you're
making the memorial mural for?
Rio: Most of the time we're painting
the wall where the person lived. We
did get resistance from one witha gun
'cause they said, 'what kind of mes-
sage areyou relatingto these kids,'but
it was supposed to have the opposite
effect. This is the lifestyle he lived,
with guns andfast money; and he died.
That's the messagehismotherwanted
to get across. A lot ofpeople misinter-
preted the gun saying the little kids
are gonna see that. They're gonna see
that and wanna bejust like that...
E.R.: You said that one of the prob-
lems was thatyou were often left with
-
.~.-




De La Soul - "lam, I be"
Cl•••the next generation ofslaves! well versed in the truthI creatively pave.! I'm
concentrated to sharp 'degrees! getting brothers to rise from their knees,! so
heads are still illuminated when I'm wetted.! Slowly or quicky I reverse the
mental deaded./ You. saw. me wrong like a came with estraighi jacket/ but 1
walked on the right side causing racket,! soyou can see me more to your left
side, never masked itJ SoI'lldefine myselfin one sentence/ for you to translate
back for,reference: Yo soy elehiquillo que Blades estaba .preguntando porel
significado de la palabra patria," .
'Well, MJ:Rodriguez, you know who we arenow. We're lettingyou go now but
remember, •.We are watcliingyou," O'Malleydeclared. I leftwith a coolhanded.
Outside I found Manny and hugged him. 'Theygaye you that Tm. watching
you' stuft:right?" I noddedyes.
"What are you going to do, Eddie?"
I said,...
,
"...Stilllwontbib! my tongueIljustwrite tighZsh*t to incite theyoung/ tofighZ
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m the government t ''Which one ofyou is my supervisor?"
"None of us but he will be here in a minute," the Black brother who ain't a
,Chuck'nofPublic Enemy -"Black Steel In~Hour OfChoos" ' brotha paused and continued authoritatively ''Could you keep both ofyour
hands on the table, please?"
. "The hell I will, sir. 1 went through a metal detector to get in so I' don't
deserve tobe hassled," I sharply affirmed. The white clipboard man held the
Oreo man's hand to calmhim down. Before] could .laugh, my supervisor,
wa-Jked in,closing the door behind him.
'~Rodriguez,Pm.~ 0'Mall~ your supervisor. In order to investigate
your case properlyI will have to askyou a series ofquestions. Apparently; you
have caused an air of dissidence among those participating in our uplifting
workfare social program. 1wouldlike to getyour thoughts on this and maybe
we can help you unde:rstand the right way ofseeing things."
"H~areyou related to this cop that worksat the72nd precin-"
''Damn you! What is wrongwith you?! YOu're the "brothers" that mess it
up for all ofus," theAfrican-in-Amerlca shouted at me.
"I don't know, Tiger.. Could it be that.I'm fuckin'real, you-," 1 fired back.
"Relax, papa Oddly enough we share a common goal .with you," said the
Hispanic 10perrentertryingbadly to relate.
"We only.share a mmmonwealth, oddly enough. Are you really Borieua,
Michael DeI.«enzor
"We will detain you. ifyou do not behave, Mr, Rodriguez," O'Malley warned.
"You have explained,~ he began to recite as he turned some pages in his clip-
board, "that the reignofourhonorable Mayor RudolphW. Guiliani is due to an
"I came in, the door..." eJalnratemarketing campaign focnsing on the city's increased employment,
RaJdm ofEricB ..Ro!tim - "EricB Is PreBident" large ·tax breaks and record low crime rates" However, you sag 'thiS lower
ee ou"e-mas'.rw ea e C.~~==~::=e;
...... TmfjJ)r»Jrtr\ '.1iU1 trrl Q ~_T1,t7fj"fnt.·· .• 1lfl.. ·11n~fJiZ~· ~T1flf).~~ police~~~~d
~ c.u I.I~ ./..IV C) JUJ. C) ,'!.#.. C) ro \!U~.QJ§U\UCI)I '51.1 ~ \!uc¥ cultural ignorancejustified With
. . .. 'conveniently worde<flaws. The
increased employment is result-
fromthe inhumaneestablish-'. '" . .
ment of the workfare system.'
~RieI:Hic;J~~~~)lltt..:v:yOliresayjDg,Mr
'- -- . ez! With thisnewly cre-
ated slave labor, the city's output
increases at no cost. Unemploy-
ment goes down and tax breaks
can be given.'
These are your words. Do you
$eethehysteriayou couldcreate.
What ifyoung people are told to
off the streets and if police
must try harder to keep them in
~~.?And there also isn't any-
thingwrongwith havingwelfare
recipientsearn their money?"
"Go to hell!" 1angrily answered
asight 1couldn't believe I'd actu-
see.
'That's very funny;" O'Malley
said in a rising crescendo about
tobecome discoinferno, powerful and bright, but outdated and silly: ''Who the
hell do.you think you are !?!!"
"...1 have to go to some Puilding- it says edifice here, though - 'cause our
welfare case is under serious investigation. This is due to the effectsofwelfare
reform and the instituting of the workfare system You, Edward Rodriguez
and your brother, Manuel Rodriguez, are to report to this government edifice
(date and transportation directions below). Page two ofthis letter will-'"
. ''We're not on fuekin' welfare, Eddie!" my nigga Manny yelled. .
''Wait, hold on. Page two ofthis letter will inform you on the reasoningbehind
theestablislunentofyour case and the implicationsofnoncompliancewiththis'
official decree ofyour situation."
The second page read:
Although you have applied for welfare, the Department ofSocial Services has
deemed you eligible for welfare services. Thus, you have been involuntarily
accepted into the AFOC program and will receive food ·stamps and Medicaid
services. It is dueto your demographic makeup (i.e. ethnici~ race,age, etc),
cultural rituals (i.e, music choice, dance, flavor, etc.), simultaneousloss of TAP
payments for college, ill conceived affinnatiVe action programs, etc., that you
have been placed in this program Failure to report to this case hearingwill
result in a wammtforyour arrests andbeingchargedwithbeingwhmyou are.
"I guess we have no choice but'to go, Eddie." .
"lV tIu!sedevilsallaround~andtheygotme trappedin butmyfaith isstrong..."
Lil"Dap of 'I'MGrtRlpllome - "4GiveMySintr'
Twenty minutes 'later, three men walked in, one white, «me BIack,·another
Hispanic, with chairs. They all bad dipboards with them and sat~
...1 said it before," .
I won't let these
devils magnetize
me no more, but
they're invitingme













and I walked to-
wards the desk




With all the wait-
ing and unneces-
sary formalities, to frighten everyone online into ·Sreing·importance in this,
Manny was about to explode. ....
We got to the third floor and were directed to a seatingarea. Here the stereo-
types no longer could be seen. Allwe saw wereBlacks and Latinos around us
in our situation as well. We saw parents with their college children waiting to
be called.
"All these people lost their TAP too. Shit...," Many muttered to me sarcasti-
call)'. Manny's number was. called and so he went with a pound with other
mothers and sons. Soon I was approached by two guards.
''Edward Rodriguez?' said Guard One.
''Yes.''
''Come with us, please." Guard'l\vo replied. .
''Why? What do you want?" 1annoyingly asked.
'We'd like you to wait for your supervisor in Room 321 down the hall." 1
followed the two bureaucratic enforcers to the room and sat in the lone black
folding chair next to a lone large table. There was also a large mirror at the
opposite end ofthe room. The room was quite spacious to only be occupied by










Continued nll page 32
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Leading off for their
team is the mighty




of times on TV He




5 He also has roles ino
Co) this season's episodes
of
NYPD Blue and NY
Undercover. Moo Def
made his musical de-
but on De La Soul's
Stakes Is High LP
and appeared on the
last album by
Brooklyn's Bush





Can Huh" YOu Can
HeaTt~oofthemost
refreshing songs of
. the year. Both joints
wereproduced bythe
talented Shawn J.
_. .. Period who, along
_. _ with EZ Elpee and
.~ &rit"sariipi~t1le~~~Bnd~·~'A1rij-:D:·~.inthe industry's best
ros1i'omBDP's-~8flperHae-.!'Peepthe.. .-k~~.':.U.zUver8ol ..Magnetic" .
lYri~'1:had thiSStyle everSinceIwasrbegins w.Hh·cl3ssic boom bap-"A, B.
a child! 1 got this other style 1 ain't boys rock the world! CD's and tapes
flippedinawhile/ltgolPurescientific help generate papesl E, F is the end
intelligence! With one point of rel- part ofDef.."- and shifts to modem
evance/ MC's y'all styles need melodies and futuristic flows-"Recog-
Velamints." The second joint"Gas nize all area crewslWhetheryou sP€ak
Drawls" is a laid-back track with a Japanese orGoonie Goo Goo". "IfYou·
jazzyloop (the chorusfrom the sample Can Huh", which was co-produced by
Lord Tariq and Peter Gunz used Herbie Hancock, is a morelaidback,
on the uptown anthem "Deja Vu"). introspective joint. Mos Def rhymes
Doomhitsuswithmore cranial lumps over a soothing organ loop from
with lyrics like "The super villain! Hancock's "Maiden Voyage" with up-
Cooler than a million! 1 bee chiding! . lifting, inspirational lyrics-"l'm
Still quick to slice squares like Sicl1- movin' on up like George and Weazie!




and say a bold-
faced lie/We all
~ got to die/ So all
s..
8 got to tIy/'Iblive
~ life right in the
fIJ










horn and organ sounds and with B roo k I yn' 8
Scooby Doo's famous yelp sampled Talib Kweli and DJ Hi Thk. Kweli
throughout the track. Doom flows over possesses a unique, lyrical ability,
the beat with a drunken freestyle and much like Common, that must be
breaks wack ~IC~s off like ends of heard twice to fully understand his ge-
Phillies, nius and the scope of his lyrics. On
Other weapons on the Fondle'em ar- "Fortified Live," Kweli and special
senal include the horror-core styling guests 1\108 Defand Mr. Man from the
of Cage (check his joint ''Agent Or~, .13ushBabees deliver a verbal barrage
ange" that samples the eerie organ over·an ill guitar loop. The gem of the
sound fromA Clockwork Orange),~ . single is the mellow B side-"2,OOO Sea




song EP He is another artist on the
Fondle'em roster with some experience
in the industry. Remember KMD
("Pea~h Fuzz" and "'Who Me?") who
rolled \\-ith Brand Nubian and the
Native Tongues family from back in
. the day? Doom was fonnerly Zev Luv
X who shined on the Third Bass hit
"Gas Face." Now, he's back asthe
metal-faced super\rillain slayingMC's
v.ithJlis tazy, intoxicated, nonchalant
flow. The first cut on the EP "Dead
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Some
By Carlos L. Gomez
Hip hop in the ninetieshas been like
a roller coaster ride. Since reaching its
high point in '88 and '89 with artists
like BigDaddy Kane, Public En-
emy, EPMD, and De La Soul lead-
ing the way, hip hop has slowly moved
awayfrom its rawness (pure beats and
lyrica1skills) and has moved towards
more commercial, watered-down
bullsh*t. Don't get me wrong, this de-
cade hasproduced some masterpieces,
particularly in the early nineties (A
Tribe Called Quest's Tlr£ Low End
Theory andBrandNubian'sOne For
All) and in 1994 (NaIfllZmatic, Jeru
Tha Damaja's The Sun Rises in the
East, and GangStarr's Hard to
Earn). But recently; the industry has
been flooded by the same wack .sh*t:
the "Big Willy" lifestyle and the thugs
and studio gangsters who claim to
"keep it real." Hip hop has lacked the
originality and innovation that made
the late eighties the golden age of the
culture .
The saviors of this rap game come
from thedepths of the underground.
Along with the more commercially
successful artists like Common, The
Roots, and De La Soul (still doing
their thing afterall theseyears), anew
wave ofunderground acts signed un-
der independent labels represent the
essence ofhip hop with raw beats and
lyrical ingenuity, Two NewYork based
record labels stand alone at the fore-
front of the resurgence ofcreativityin :..
therap industry. With an abund~nce .~,. The' J > , i~ t.. ,. . .. -. . ugg o s.
. aftaJented Bl'tistsontheirra;tem, both .-.- ......-~ __. ..,_.... . '. ',.. ~_.- ...._---.,... .... '.
Fondle'emRecor-ds and Rawkus tinct SOWld that elevated their music
aim to leave an indelible impression above conventional rap. The most am-
on the heads that have been salivat- bitions joint on the EP is the eleven
ing for some good music in the .rap minutejourneyinmusicalexperimen-
genre. tation called "A Day Like No Other."
Fondle'em Records, which is run by The song is an amalgamation of fast
New York radio DJ and freelance and slow jazzy beats reminiseent of
writer Bobbito "the Barber" past beat switching songs byEdO.G.
Garcia, consistently produces classics and Da Bulldogs ("rm Different!')
that are often unheard bythe masses. and by The Beatnuts ("2-3 Break").
Because they only press vinyl (no tapes Onthe rnic, Siah andYeshuaflow back
or CD's) and because of their "no and forth like water and complement
promo, no marketing, no videos, no each other like Marbury and Garnett.
stickers" motto, Fondle'em has devel- M.F. Doom, my personal favorite
oped a unique relationship with its lis- from the batch of Fondle'em treats,
teners based solely on the originality ~lew u the tin '97 with his three
and substance oftheir music.
The Juggalm.ots are Fondle'em's
shining stars and seasoned veterans.
After a failed relationship with an-
other record label, the group from the
Bronx was picked up by Bobbito and
released their long-overdue, self-titled
LP in 1996. The Juggaknots, who are
comprised ofbrothers BreezlyBruin ~
and Buddy Slim, made noise in the :> .
underground, especially on "The ~
Stretch Armstrong Show," and ~ '
were critically acclaimed by several .~
.=,
music publications for their complex : .> :_ -: :8
beats and socially conscious and ere- Stretch Armstrong (1.) and DJ Premier (r.)
ative lyrics. Standouts from the LP in- with Bobbito Garcia, the head' of
elude the bass-heavy"Loeifa. " the mel- Fondle 'Em.
low, back and forth flow of"Clear Blue
Skies" and "Romper Room" with its ill
guitar loop similar to A Tribe Called
Quest's ....Keep It Movin'"''
Siah and Yeshua Dapo ED are
another talented duo fronl the
Fondle'cm label. The t\vo Me's hail-
ing from Brooklyn released a SLX song
EP in 1996 that was the nlost creative
and nlost intricately produced pieces
of the year. The production fused to-
gether an array of laid-back jazz \vith
upbeat funk samples to create a dis-
\
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With a name like
Starship . Troopers,
you'd expect some-
thing along the line 'of~~
the Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers. And in
the first 45 minutes or
so, you're not too far',
away from it. The be-
ginning of this movie
is like a sexier version ·
of that lousy hit show.
and you have. to be
thankful that it
doesn't stay there.
Starship Troopers is .
a video game version
of war. You have" your ".
army and you travel to
the alien planet to
fight these gigantic in-
sects with state of the
art fire power. You lose
men and women in the'
figh t but you keep on
going.' Howey~r;"'"'"
Starship Troopers may
surprise a little. The
story won't. The
events won't. The vio- .Once againit'sontGreat-battlesfillthel
ast hoUr of Stor8hlpTroopers.
lence will. In fact, this ". '
. '. . ' . .
.even' 'lfas'--a--tit"tle'fiu(ttty~-W1tat ~ ,
'. el'se can you expect from the dl~' ---
rector of Total Recall; Robocop ,
Basic Instinct and Showgirls. .
He brings us a. popcorn flick _.:<
aboutb~tto kill the
human race. A strange, simple,
special effects laden look at war.
We follow the story of Johnny'
Rico, ~ tezrible student in high
school who goes against the wishes
of his wealthy parents and joins -
the army. But don't think he's that
noble. He joins because his girl-
friend is also joining. The movie
then takes us to basic training.
Here is where director Paul
Verhoeven 'brings the violence. The
training is extremely rough and
Rico has some troubles along the
way. To make a long story short,
he is about to leave when the bugs
destroy his home city (he's an En-
glish speaking white man from·
Buenos Aires, Argentina!) and fry
his parents in the process. So like
Luke Skywalker 'in Star Wars af-
ter his uncle and aunt are killed
by Storm Troopers, Rico goes back
into the army and fights. Needless
to say, he's a born leader and goes
up the ranks quickly by being an ."
amazing soldier.
The ending of Starship Troopers
is a cop out because even though
we know this movie is basically an
entry into pop culture history and
not an attempt at real art, the
movie does raise some interesting
questions about who these bugs
are and what their motives are.
But the filmmakers didn't answer
them because they
Insects have beefwith us in new Verhoeven flick.. . ".' . . . . . . . .. - '." . . . .
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much abouthim exceptthathe'sa little
. three-fouryearoldwho's adorableand
. lovedby evmyone.
The most amazing aspect of this
show is that everything good or bad
that happens to the Salingers can be
linked to their .parents' death. Their
liveswerechanged from thatmoment
and we get to see the paths that their
lives have taken. The writing helps a
lot because they understand the psy-
cl1ological aspects involved withyoung
peoplewhohavehad a tragl:dyin their
.. lives, and lose not onlyIoved ones but
] their main source ofguidance. These
! themes, after four years still run
Q) .•
; throughout the show a can say.this
~ because I have gotten a chance to see
.8 someofthe earlyepisodesofthisshow
e:-: because of the miracle ofsummer re-f nms).~thereisonemorething:
8 the acting. Fox, Wo~ .Campbell and
Chabert are four ofthe bestyoung ac-
torsontelevision today Theycertainly
are more than pretty faces. Always
credible, they manage to convey the
missingguidance in.their livesandthe
strength to achieve thegoalstheyhave
for themselves.
The next few weeks will showcase
somepowerful episodes and I suggest
you tune in. You really won't need to
know more than Ive told you. Party
OfFive airson Wednesdays at9:00PM
on the Fox network.
._...~
. ';" ~~:'.,,; .. " .
. cr"·
·~E"';Jt: .
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If YOu Don't Watch· U~, We'll Die!
ByMannyRodriguez ..
I know it's hard butyou really should .
tty to find some time for it. Instead of.
wastingyournights studying, use the
time to watch some entertaining and
intellectuallystimulatingdramas like
Party OfFive, Homicide: life on the
Street, and The Praaice.
Fox's Party OfFive has been on TV·
for three or four years, who can tell. I :
only started watching the show last
year. The 'only reason. why I didn't
watch it from thebeginningis because
I·thoughtexactlywhatyou thinknow,
Party OfFive is a teeny hopper show .
with pathetically photogenic young
actors who whine about problems we
wish. we had-is that what you
thought? Somethinglike it is the gen-
eral conception·of this shovv. But. last . \..<
year they had an episode called 'The ~i.'
Intervention" whereBail~ a 20 year
old college student; is soeonsumed
withhisalcohol addictionthathisrBm- The cast of Party Of·Five: (L to r.) Ma~hewFox, Lacey
. ily decides to ask him to return home Chabert, Scott Wolf, and Neve Campbell.
under false pretenses in order to con- down all of the show's history), and him to drink away the pain and live
front him. I was watching something theywere left the difficult task ofsup- the lifehe was denied when he was in
else at the time andduringa commer- portingthemselves. Charlie,playedby high school Julia, is the next in line.
cial I was my remote to see what else Matthew Fox, is the. older, peSsimis- PortrayedbyNeve Campbell (&ream,
wason T\r. ltumedonchannel5and tie,overJyresponsililebrotherwhowas the upcoming Scream. 2), she is the
I couldn't go back. The levelofinten- forced to take the vast responsibility. most impulsiveofthebunch. Sheusu-
sity in this episode was incredible. of'leadingthefamilyand givingup the ally acts out of passion but never out
Onlya handfulofshowscanboastsuch carefree existence that he was enjoy- ofseJfishness. Then there is Claudia,
a high level ofacting and writing and ing. Bailey (Scott Wolf) is the second played by Lacey Chabert. She is now
Party OfFive, I realized, was the only oldest and the one who helped carry a high school freshman. A precocious
quality family drama on television. .tbefamiJyandbandledmostofthe day youngster who had to grow up fast,
The Salinger family; to begin With, is to day tasks like bills in the early sea- she may be the most intelligent and Part 2 ofthis series will appear in the
not ordinary Their parents died in a sons. The enormous pressure broke observant ofthe~The fifth mem- nextissue of The TIckm:.
car accident, I think (I'm still gett~ him down and· subsequently forced her is the little~ Owen. Can't say
It'S····-A-~2,-~xr ··c, ;,<>'MaiJ World! .
... .._. ~ .. ,_ .._~-- ..--.-.-....._---.__..~..._-- ....•.__ ...•....__.,. . ..~~:'~, .. .. -. .~~ ~ '-.'-_.-. . - .By Manny.Rodriguez ... . . u. • ,.,. __ .. . ..... . . .. .. _. _... .. .. . ... . ...
The media is made up of story hun- reporters are willing to bend ·the
gry weasels who will do anything to troth without technically changing
geta storyAnything, This is thecliche it to serve their purpose. The re-
and mostofthe time it is the sad truth. porter in Mad City, played superbly
The O.J. Simpsontrial wouldbe aper- by Dustin Hoffman, is a man who
feet exampleofwhat kind ofcircus the will "move the line" in order to give
media can create. They abuse their ~ the truth he wants told to the pub-
powers everyday because every piece ~ lie. This line, that constantly inter-
ofwriting or on air reporting that you ! feres with real life, is. diluted and
~
see and hear is biased, from the edito- ~ nearlydisappears when he becomes
rials to the spozts section. The opin- ~ a hostage in a museum. The man
ions ofpeople who are not you domi- ~ controlling the situation is your av-
nate the news and subsequently tell 8 erage, slow witted Joe,. John
history the way theywant it to betold Travolta. Th saythatTravolta is per-
I say it is impossible to tell the news Dustin Hoffman is a reporter and feet is an understatement. He char-
without bias. But that doesn't mean .hG&$age inMod City.. acterizes the lack ofintelligence and
you can afford to be irresponsible. fear in his character with an assort-
Costa Gavras'(Z,Missing) new film mentoffaeial expressions andphysi-
Mad City is an exploration in ethics. calgestures.Even~a movie's go-
What constitutes a sto~ how do you ing to come along that will get
go about getting that story and how ~ Travolta an Oscar, and this one cer-
shouldyou tell it?These questionsare ~ tainly is goodenough. However, this
explored in this filmwith intellect and E is Hoffman's movie.
bias, obviously Likeall news, all art is ~ His character is the moral center
biased too. But the film's obvious lean- ~ and because he constantly drifts be-
ings against the dangers of irrespon- ~ tween immoralityandmoralitycom-
SlbilitybythemErliatakesonmorerel- 8 plicates matters. For this element,
evance today because of the unfortu- .... the script is brilliant. However, the
nate incidents involvingthepaparazzi John· Travolta is 80 desperate he'll do situation created doesn't allow for a
and Princess Diana's death. The pub- . anythinginMad City. lotofexcitement. Thecharactersare
lie is presumably tired ofthe eonstitu- thrust~tothishostagesituationand
ents of the media who abuse their after a while we just wait and wait
power and resources to harassand lie andwait. Thismovie~could
for the sake ofa have been shOrterand~woUld have
story However, all stories have two rri benefited from a quicker pace after
sides and Mad City delves into the ~ the first 45 minutes. Real lifeandthe
other somewhat. ~ mediamovesfast, ThismOYieshould
Reporters become weasels becaJlSe ~ have done the same. Nevertheless,
theyneed to getahead in theirjob like Mad City, though.not worth $9, is a
everyoneelse. Most reporters are eon- f quality film .that raises strong ethi-
:f:~~~:=:;:::::8 ~~greatactingandlUlle
eeney to attain that troth And other Hoffman (1.) and Travolta in MadClIy.
suIts. Stylish is certainly a Word that
can characterize his work. He blends
slow motion and hyper kinetic action
to show us the varying levels of dan-
ger ands really knows how to use his
actors' physical and natural.capabili-
ties. In terms of the latter, he has a
plethoraofcharismaariddaring inthe
.talentsofTravolta and Cage.
With Travolta.he isgettingthe most
charismatic actor working today; No
one is ahleto flesh outa characterwith
. such deep character traits because
they aren't able to inject as believable
andnotireablehabits. Travoltaalways
. manages to catch your eye with aeer-
tain way ofwalking and talking that
}jean Arcber.
makes you .Iaugh yet teaches you
about the heart of his character.
In the same vein, Cage possesses
the most versatile acting abilities
in Hollywood today. He can be a
sympathetic hero (Face / Off), a
goofy loser (Raising Arizona,
Moonstruck), a control freak
(Guarding Tess) or flamboyant vil-
lain (Face / Off, Kiss Of Death)
with equal 'aplomb. He can also
play men on the brink of disaster
(Leaving Las Vegas) and men with
no direction (Red Rock West). He
has a wonderful command ofemo-
tions which he showcases in Face /
Off. But the ultimate praise is
how they both fleshed out inter-
esting characters in the first
twenty minutes then were able to
switch and play the other with
such accuracy and effectiveness.
Face / Off is not only a wonder-
fully stylish action film but an
emotional roller coaster. Watch the
faces of these two actors and see
the numerous situations this
script gives them to present differ-
ent emotions and reactions. It will
keep you happily busy for months
and make you wonder what the
real difference is between two men
who face off.
Speed. It is so because it has charac-
ters we care 'about and a story that
may seem implausible but is carried
out with such efficiency by Woo and
credibilitybyitscast that wenever lose
our suspension ofdisbelief.
Woo has built a reputation of being
abletomakeviolence,particularlygun
violen~ into an art.. With FaceIOff,
.hehashisultimate exhibition. Hehas
never been afraid to have fun with
anything without losing sight of the
storJ7. So he can show us·Nicolas Cage
jumping out of a_747 with two guns
firingsimultaneous1yatpolieeoffieers
and make us appreciate the beautyof
it without-. surrendering the grim re-
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT ·NOVEMB;R 12,1997
film foryears, From the great show-
downs in classic westerns to modem
action films, duels give filmmakers
numerous dramatic andphysicalp0s-
sibilities. Foryears, directorJohnWoo
has taken advantage ofthis situation,
most'notably inhis 1991 actionerThe
Killer (a classic) and his new classic,
Face/Off.
FaceIOffis available on video this
week and it certainly is worth your
money to see it andown it. Filledwith
amazing action set. pieces and great
actingperfonnancesbyJohn 'Iravolta
and Nicolas C$ge, italso.embodies el-
.ements ofsci-fi. into its script and is
themost, stiml1Jatingaction film.,since .
30
ByManny Rodriguez
A man has a problem with another
man. He picks up a gun and goes out
to kill this man..The thing is, is that
thisothermanhas a gun too. He'sgood
atwhat he does, maybe asgood asyou.
Probably better. This is called a duel.
A face off. Two men in equal positions
with differing agendas, trying to do
awaywith the other. The reasons help
you decide which man to sidewith. But
it does not decide the outcome. Only
the betterone, or the luckieronewins.
Itdepends on whatyou believe in, tal-
entor luck.':
Duels between two men have been
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- Continued from page 29 .
wanted to make a sequel and needed
something left: Ultimately, from
what I have said already; this doesn't
sound like a movie worth watching.
But Starship Troopers is a crowd
pleaser and is exciting despite its
cinematic shortcomings. Verhoeven
immerses you into this world ofwar
and he does this by providing a ki-
netic, intense camerastyle and the
best specialeffects of the ye~.(~~'.
ated by Phil Tippett and ~tt E.
... -....- ·AndeFSOll)-.--EveFythiRg·frGm ·the·~
bugs to tile spaceships loobreal and
sounds powerful. I wish this whole
movie wasjust the war because this
movie provides the battles between
aliens and man that Independence
Day failed to bring.
Finally; there is the acting. Most
of it is weak. Johnny Rico is played
by ex-One Life To Live star Casper
Van Dien. He manages to convey
naivete in thebeginningofthe movie
and the bitterness that comes with
the experience of war as the film
goes on. Dina Meyer is also ex-
tremely likable and both actors give
credible efforts that help us care for
more than the special effects. They
are also photogenic as hell. The only
notable from the rest ofthe bunch is
the creepily funny Jake Busey (son
of Gary). The rest of the· actors are
hollow and unappealing.
Starship Troopers won't win any
Osears (except for maybe special ef-
fects) but the exciting war scenes
and respectable work of Van Dien,
Meyer and Busey will make this
movie a lot of fun for you.
acclaiinedRidt MOody novel'AIl the
elements that make.. film wonderful
likecinematograp~music, dialogue,
acting, direction all come together to
create the small story that turns out
to be an epic~ The Ice Storm
bettershouldbea nominee inmostOs-
car categories especially fur Picture,





are probably the best :
core of child actors
you'll ever see in one
film. Their individual
work is on the level
with the rest of the
cast. In fact, some, es-
pecially Ricci, may be
considered for Oscars.
But the strongest per-:
formanee comes cour-
tesy of Joan Allen
(Nixon, The Crucible). ,.
Her last two films gar- .
nered Best Support-
ing Actress Oscar
nominations and she .
should get another.
She conveys a
plethora of emotions .. '.'"
asher character trav- Sigourney Weaver.
els from a mid-life cri-
sis to the anger resuhingfrom a ter- .
rible discovery. Her eyes have al-
ways been the key to the brilliance
ofher work and there is so much in
them in this film. Her performance
gives the film its tragic center.
The film is wonderfully paced
and the dialogue exhibits a fine ear
for human cadences which is no SU!-
prisesince it isadaptedfrom thehighly
e
omea. --. . -' ..." .
y Manny Rodriguez
There is nothingmore impor-
t than family People say that a
ot. Why do they say that? It's prob-
bly because a good family is the
nly thing that prevents you from
eing completely unnecessary.
enever they need you; 'it~s yOur .
ob to be there. And when the time
mes, they will be there to support
ou. The saddest thing in the world
s when this system breaks down. It
eanschaos in the 'most-profound .'
y;·~Th:e-~lee·St6Fm-·is ·a-re&li~,­
robe into the lives of twofamilies
n 1973 Connecticut whose familial
tructures fall apart.
The human condition is some-
hing that is very universal and
ocumenting it does not require a
irect experiencing of it. Director
g Lee has an ability to capture a
tory by directing the subtext rather
han the surface. Yet he is able to
ecreate atmosphere as brilliantly
ere as he did with his 1995 mas-
erpiece Sense & Sensibility. Ele-
ents ofthe time like clothing styles
d political events are all small
arts that mix with the everyday
oments of these families just like
t does in reality. Lee is able to give
s all of this yet allows us to see the
asic simplicity of the situations:
dulterous parents, teenagers ex-
erimenting sexually, teen angst
d middle age crises. One of the
ost captivating parts of this .trag-
y is that the two families are very
uccessful and financially prosper-
us.
The rich performances make
he vision complete'. Kevin Kline,
ho recentlygave aspeetacular per-
ormance in In & Out, bringsthe si- .
ultaneous insensitivity and love in
.s character together. It is such a
. icult role to playbecause his part
ntailed generating sympathy for a
haracter who does somethinghurt-
I and selfish. Kline accomplishes
he task by using his charisma and
ixing in a dose of polite indiffer-
nee. Sigourney Weaver is in top
onn as a selfish, bitter mother.
hristina Ricci (Casper, The










New Jere's finest) do-




Black Attack of the
God ConnectioDS.
The list of talented •
Me's who will make feat. Space C~dJ1Jac., -
noise in the next few years and who ity and creativity and with skills and
will lead the next renaissance of this love for the music, these artists bring
rap sh*t, extends beyond Fondle'em hip hop closer to what it used to be-
~r'~~ and Rawkus. From Philly, the East- fun. For the best in this music, tune
..{cS ern Conference consisting of DJ into the Stretch Armstrong and
J Mighty Mi, Mr. Eo~Baby Black, Bobbito Show with Lord Sear on
:> Rebel Rasheed, and mAdvised is snaps every Friday morning from 1
.. ~ perhaps the best of the next genera- am to5amonWKCR(89.9 FM), The
H>;,fr:t, ~ tion. Others include: Boston's L the Underground Railroad with Jay
4>... .~ 8 Head1bucbaandKnunbSnaMb a ; Smooth, G Man, Gail, DJ SpjDD8 ,
Brooklyn's Mike Zoot; Harlem's J and DJ Avee every Saturday night
Live;Queens'AKSJo1JS;NaturalEl- (rom8:30PMtolOPMonWBAl(99.5
ements; Natural Resource; from FM) or Nocturnal TransmiSSions
Los Angeles' Liquid Crew Dilated Wednesday mornings from 30m to 4








ness. In 1997, they finally released
their heavily anticipated (mostly by
the true heads), full Iength debut
Funcrusher Plus to the masses (avail-










The 'SO's are back! Sick, isn't it?! (L to r.) Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan pJiijjippe, JeD,?i.fer
Love Hewitt and Freddie Prinze, Jr.
I Know What lbu Did Last Sum- Michelle' Gellar,ofBuffy the Vam- it is the final scene which is prac- .
mer is pretty scary. It makes you pire Slayer fame, is, well, Buffy. tically implausible in the story (but
flinch and it leaves you guessing The killer in the movie is not par- in the '80's, who cares?) but pro-
(a little bit anyway), The acting is ticularly scary in the physical un- vides a fine ending for a weak
not great but most actors would less you find a guy rocking the mOVIe.
have a hard time with the lines in fishennan'sgearJike.Gordon really I Know W/tat You Did Last Sum-
this movie. Jennifer 'Love Hewitt frightening~H~~,director Jim mer is a ·crowd pleaser that deliv-
doesn'tbring "theTevel .of"aering . uffiltespie provides the· thriHswith·eu-ers-some--legitimate-scar~. Writer .
that she exhibits in the highly un- unexpected. entrances-from the ViI- .Kevin Williamson (Scream) writes
dervalued Party of Five, while lain and others throughout in or- up a typical bimbo/mimbo fest with
Ryan Phillipe is boisterous, at der' to keep his audience jumpy. a villain who ends up being a huge
times humorous but altogether There is about a 20 minute stretch disappointment. But if being
plays his part as the textbook '80's where the film is very scary and scared is what you want right. now,
jock. Freddie Prinze, Jr. does his exciting but once we learn who the I can't think of another place to
best Keanu Reeves imitation and killer is at the climax, the action look for it besides this film or the
eomes across as very stiff. Sarah is not interesting at all. What saves video store.














I Know What Thu Did Last
. .
Summer And [Don't Care!
continued from page"26
sons". Kweli drops knowledge like a
prophet with wordplay that hits you
like an ooh wop at the speed ofa hur-
ricane-'Tm not a human being in and
on some spiritual sh*tlA spiritual be-
ing manifested as a human that's it,!
When I spit, I spray thoughts that's
representingmy life/Yo, I step into the
spot leave niggas open like mic's".
Batting cleanup for Rawkus are the
power hitters from Company Flow
(Bigg Jus, El-Producto, and Mr.
Len). For the last three years, they
have blown up in theunderground and
have paid their dues in the record busi-
Some
Company Flow's 12" single
featuring "Blind."
By Manny Rodriguez
For the slasher flick, its day in
the sun pretty much died in the
'80's. Countless movies that fea-
tured white teenage heartthrobs
running from masked villains
holding sharp weapons (machetes,
chainsaws, axes, whatever)
thrived. These movies' exhausted
every possible combination in the
'80's and by the time 1990 arrived,
horror films were dead. Instead the
action genre took over and stars
like Arnold Schwarzerregge r,
Steven Seagal, Jean-Claude Van
Damme and others continued to
dominate the box office from the
late '80's until now. 1997 has seen
a slippage in the power of the ac- .
tion genre, however, and with the
success of the tongue-in-cheek,
slasher flick, Scream, the horror
genre may be making a comeback.
Like the disco comeback in this
decade, I predict all of the disgust-
ing trends of the '80's will unfortu-
nately come back in style in one
sick form or another. The horror
flick may be just one of those
trends. But the success of one
movie and the enormously success-
ful release of I Know What You Did
Last Summer are certainly not
enough to declare a new fad. Ac-
tion films still do well at the box
office (Face I Off, Con Air) and hor-
ror films still generally lack every-
thing (plot, character development,
common sense) that make up what
we like to call a movie. So if '80's
slasher flicks are going to return
to the box office forefront, the scary








ture? And now; in- her final mo-
ments she was being forced to
.regress? It felt like a-hard slap
in her face The teens rushed by
and her dead mother rushed
into her thoughts. Opal's
mother had tried to help her
through her teen8~ and had
tried to reach out to Opal all her
life. Now as she was spiraling
toward.her own death, Opal felt
painfully isolated and regretful.
The single-digit stories came
and her countdown began. 10 -
9-8
7 - mom, help! ... please mom,
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By Atlaf Tyrewala - irrational hatred for NASA, bestwith hi$ UDsuspeetingwife.
Thinking and ruminating, her \fhich fit-in perfectly with the She looked down at the fast ap-
mind raced back to reality. Her /~enselessnessof the situation proaching one-way street and
mental slow-motien had caused" she was in. She despised the realized that all that mattered
her to miss 19 stories, and so, opalenee .of the USA and the to her was going to be gone in a
as she hurtled toward the 101st nuclear-weapon trend that it matter of seconds. Her best
floor she readied. herself. She ,was spearheading. "If only friend's marriage would be over.
knew who lived there, Gregory thesepeople looked inwards and And the world would, only re-
the Geek! As she sped past his stopped reaching out. Gregory, member her as a rich, sexually
apartment, she saw him there, . ifonly you stopped seeking and, obsessed woman, who messed-
gazing through his high-tech just saw!" Once again her men- up the posh sidewalk with her
telescope as usual, looking out tal time-lag had caused her to messy
at the world beyond. For a brief miss some more floors of the entrails.
moment she passed directly glassed skyscraper. But as she She cried as if the blood pump-
through his line of sight. Feel- neared the 85th floor, she made ing in her heart had prema-
Ings of ,victory and _relief sure she .wouldn't miss it. That turely frozen .. .into regret,
whirled in her heart; she was fi- was her floor, and shame and sorrow. She was .new
nally spotted, she had finally sadly but fortunately she was in the 40's and her head was
bee on her side of the skyscraper. still pounding with thoughts of
seen. In spite of being gagged, . The approaching lights of her the tape that played in her
she screamed from the core of apartment caused her thump- apartment. What if Gregory had
her heart, hoping that her body irig heart to melt with sorrow actually seen her and help was
would pity her and allow some and craving. As she fell past her on its way? Would she be saved
other opening to [unction as her apartment, she recognized the after all? These thoughts helped
mouth. However, as she jerked familiar flicker ofher television her through the 30's and insu-
her head up from the 99th floor, Jesusfrigginchris! She had left lated her fiom the alienness of
she saw Gregory's telescope the television on. She had not the 20's. She was regressing,
pointing straight-out, motion- stepped and removed the al- , quite literally. But where was
lessly, coldly, as remotely as the most-pornographic tape playing she headed toward? Hadn't she
space it wa:s trying to view. For in her video, the secretive, X- always prided herself about her
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-Edgardo Rivera
So with black spirituality, and Conquistador's wit,
and Taino ownership,
is found in Puerto Rican spit,
So when you pass, one of these Puerto Ricans,
One must understand three roots and a reason.
That reason being, and that reason for seeking,
you have found and met a good looking Puerto Rican.
-XERO 11/9/18/15
But from across her dorm room,
her door had been slowly picked
open and a white gloved hand creeps
m ...,
Hey; why did it get so chilly in
the room already? Hold-on Marsha,
I think there's a draft in the room
from an openwindow, could you hold
a second. As she slowly turned
around, the silver flash of sharp ra-
zor gleamed directly into her eyes...
Edtmrs' Nob.!




·Kiro and ·SMO for giving··
us their wonderful work.
Ifyour work .hasriot ap-
peared in this issue, we
will definitely get you in
the next one. Thank you.
of inf rmation would be Ricardo' Ok, I know you are a bit TOUCHY
M in, an ex-senator, Harley so I'll accept your money Ahhhhh,
Davidson gang member, a part time. the Parousia Objective you say?
gu.itarist with the senior citizened First you must know the history,
Aerosmith,and the official owner of When god wanted to create the
the gambling den! nudie bar / arms world, Lucifer made a pact with god
tradel blackmarket show boat called that he could create a better world
Dinoysous. And as soon I am on the . in his image: So 'god 'lost the coin
board walk I am confronted by two toss and BOOM! Here we are in
huge obese amazons. Hell's Paradise. Must people
thought when the third archangel
appeared. and the third World War
started, people thought this was it.
Nope! Wrong! That was his mes-
senger, the big honcho has yet to
arrive. And Kain wants to find the
7 Talismans which are scattered
around this crappy planet. And who
ever puts these talismans together
will have omnipotent powers beyond
imagination. There's an exhibition
at the Metropolitan Museum about
some ancient lost artifacts recovered
from Antarctica days ago, and my
sources say that's there an artifact
there that will help you locate the 7
Talismans...
'Hey mook! You, the freak in the
stinkin'mask! This is a privatejoint!
Executive exclusives only! Can't ya
fragg'in read ya mook?! She then
places her hand upon his shoulder
and shoves him away. The second
woman pulls out a taser and was...
CracK! Went the first bitch's first
punch. Her index finger and thumb
became completely dislocated. And
as she withers away in pain, her
friend with the taser gets her shoul-
der dislocated back down between
her legs. I pop the ion blade from
my right gauntlet to deliver the fin-
ishing touch...
It's good to see you again old
friend, are you still married to that
plastic PamelaAnderson? And how
are your children? And.I need info
about Kain's Parousia Objective. I
toss a $500,000 disc credit upon the
bar.
All 7 of them are doing fine and
not a single prison record yet. Put
your money away KNITE, you know
your money isn't good here... Is that
an animal growl I hear from you?
Meanwhile, back at New
Whoa! KNITE?! Chill out my Baruch University, upon the tenth
friend! You have to excuse "Guez floor where the dorms are situated
andVerona, they're on happy smack at ,''How could that bastard dump
and steroids. Good grief old friend! me for that wretched skank Weina!
_Wh~re have you've been all this. lalmost.gav-ehim-.all·.that.lhad,.but
time? Want a drink? Let me guess :thanks to DUrango, I now have a
the Devi!'sPoison akaAbSINthe. Yo, new sense of vision. (Phone rings).
yoti k:iiow"lQat·"jrour.'tne'<l.rily"mart: ·-(Sn.iffTheflo?··Ohiri-Matsha!· Yes I
whose ever drank this shiet and was Just crying, Hmmmm that guy
lived to talk about it. who beat up Tomi Esquire is kinda
cute...
Tear apart the words
delve into the mind
and screams uiillrise
within your heart
as images, not stoeet,
but sick
dance before your eyes '.
where lovers don~ make love
but tuck in sordid streets
uiherepain is not expressed in tears
but by slits in gaping throats
where words are ali deemed useless
and guttural sounds make sense
within a corner ofthesoul
before its filtered out
the truth is muffled,
screaming




Whoa Mimi, anotherchair mem-
ber ofde board was found in a locker
with his throat slashed open by de
Baruch Slasher at last week's Hal-
loween party! Hey are you listen-
ing to. me? Your seeing Ken again
aren't you? Do you know what hap-
pens if your ex Jamez found out?!
Why he probably ki...
You hush now Durango! I am in
love with Ken and I don't care how
Jamez feels about it! Its my life and
ifanyone has something to sayabout
it, they should just hush up.
Perhaps I am one of those. for-
bidden homosexuals type. said
Durango quite sternly.
Come on now sweetheart, you
have to get dressed for school now
Tepenga. And your going to make
mommi late for her chemistry class
again.
crimes. And only then will you be
able to come back to the family..
Then cheri, love is truly blind,
for Ken don' love you cheri...
Would you just shut up
Durangole-I love him and that's all
that matters! And I'm sure that in
time he'll come around to see things
in my view. And do_youknow about
love anyway? I've never seen you
go out with anygirls before!
. ,t .
(Speechless). Oh my! I'm so
sorry Durango, I didn'tknow. But
you·.kIio~thepenal Iaws8gafuSthci- .
mosexuals don't you? If the)! ever
found out you'd be terminated...
When Kain's crap took over
NYC, all alcohol, strip clubs, and
pleasure zones were illegal and com-
pletely banned. I needed some ille-
gal information andAvalon's sources
have been maxed out. And the only
.person that I know with that kind
Fantasx
Whenever I'm around you I
often feel a strong sensation of .
hot blood splashing through my veins
The tension is usually so intense that
one time I fell into a deep trance
Yet aware ofall my thoughts
and feelings I have within for you.
I then imagine us on a sparkling moonlit
beach watching the stars
We gazed into each other's eyes
and fell in love all ooer again.
~ur kiss was long and seductive
We were so aroused .
We made passionate love on the sand,
With the salty water splashing
against our wasted bodies
I was awakened by a soft tender
kiss, as I open my eyes slowly
~ur face was the first I see
It was like my fantasy
coming to life.
-Chanti
Now, now, father isn't angry at
you. But I want to give you a gift. I
release you Slaine, you can go now,
you are free to leave.
KNlTE! KNITE! KNITE! Is that
all that nuisance reporter J en
Katsuoka has to ever report about?!
And 2 million pounds ofLYPH up in
smoke! That's 70 billion dollars
world wide net value! Judas! Bring
in Slaine, I have something that I
wish to discuss with him.. Ah, .the
ever loquacious Slaine, come my son
walk with me, talk with me.
By: kiro21@yahoo.com
Recap: In the year 2001, Earth has
survived through another World
War 3. The government collapses
and a hopeless world turns to the
church for guidance, and so the Uni-
fied Utopian Alliance was formed.
But within great corruption comes
great heroes. And from within
Bishop Kain's mad monarchy comes
the Eugenics Equation known as
Slaine. A genetic nightmare which
claimed the life 'of NYC's only hope
(Raine) from Kain.But a new
KNITE has come into the horizon.
And as KNITE destroyed of Kain
mainbased labs producing a highly
addictive drugcalled LYPH,another
helpless victim is claimed again by
the Baruch Slasher...
Slaine is sony father. I will do bet-
ter next time. Will go kill KNITE if
you say so.
Slaine thinks this is a trick. You
no fool Slaine! Slaine has no family
outside of Utopian Thwers. .Slaine
will not go! Slaine will work harder
to please you father...
Like I said before Slaine its not
your fault that I have to set you free,
its KNITE fault.
Yes, get mad. KNITE is the one who .
has causedyou all this pain. KNITE
must be punished for all of his
As the sun's shadow renders me invisible
in this forest ofenchantment,
I am caught between the twilight
ofshadows and perpetual light.
Upon the confines ofmy ecliptic lenses,
A vertical horizon ofgolden trees sets
across a great panoramic view.
Through the tiny crevices,
the sunlight twinkles like a million
fireflies swaying in the wind.
A mysterious lovely hymn echoes
past my jaded ears and looms
across my forbidden eyes.
It was the angel ofautumn.
As the cool breeze whispered through
her soft wings, a sweet melodious
sound enlightened my mind.
Mystically she danced across a
sea ofsoundless falling leaves.
And with each falling leaf,
another harmonious tune was
added to her magical orchestra.
With each and every graceful step upon
the evergreen, the great oaks would shower
with majestic adoration.
As dawn set, she slowly faded away.
Soon poetic snowflakes began to
fall from the lavender sky.
And from within my dark soul,




Some say' I'm stupid. Some say I'm wooden.
I'm a dummy in for the ride ofthis adventure.
I'm full ofround-eyed innocence and bantering enthusiasm.
My hands are too long and slim,
but they have touched many beautiful kind faces;
my legs are lanky and frail,
but they have managed to carry me
through many shows ofleniency and atrocity;
my'body structure suggests nothing but vulnerability,
but it holds up well through much rain and sunshine and mockery and love.
Besides my big curious eyes, there's nothing round about me.
I have a triangular face and rectangular torso trunk,
with triangular pointy feet spearheading through the vanity fair.
There are too many straight lines and edgy angels in me,
so I move in such straight, awkward gesture that is not smooth at all.
I bump into solid commanding objects often .
and have broken my elbows and knees that's not manufactured well.
Notwithstanding, I pick up my disjointed limbs, tie them back to my torso,
and go on my way.
My creator taught me reading
and tried to put some intelligence into my head.
Oh! How I longed to be a human being.
But he said I take things too literally
and don't know the subtlety in the words unsaid.
I still believe my poor little nose would sprout a tree ifI lied,
so I say yes or no and forget that they want to hear something in between.
I have been bought and sold by the greedy merchants many times,
and have been redeemed by the kind people who care about me.
In the end, I come to understand that no amount offlesh and blood can
compare to the emotion ofthis pile ofwood and string.
So I will just go on through this adventure
and be a happy puppet.
Winds ofScream,
Where does the wind come from?
A question to ponder as dead winds
howl across your brittle window.
The invisible vapor which sends chills
down your spine. Something you can't define.
lOu can feel it, but you cant see it.
One ofmother nature's first predators.
They say the wind is composed of
millions and millions ofjagged human voices.
Voices captured by one last cream:
A tornado's sharpnel tears flesh from bone.
One last cry ofredemption.
A wailing blizzard freezes your eyes out.
One last gasp.
A tidal wave crushes your rib cage in.
It is a collective, gathering, harnassing
and growling stronger and stronger each time.
A blairing whistle from the undead:
Next time you hear the howl of
the wind, Remember, it could be
your last breathe...
There are only 2
issues left.
Hurry!
Write, draw, take pho-
tos, do anything for
The Ticker's Transla-
tions page.
Call Manny or Edward
at 802-6800.
I t doesn't matter if you
suck!
We suck too.
A Puerto Rican man I am! Not black, nor white
with bad eyesight, man tough man ready to stand tall
with three roots to take advantage of,.
So who can complain, ofthis Puerto Rican found fame?
A Native American turns to me and sees the
mulatto in my veins, a long hard history,
This Native American stops and says
this is not a land of
mulatto dead men.
But before this Native got into my Face,
I showed him my blood having a proud
Taino race, Beautiful people that owned
this land too, with Caribs, Igneri, and
Archaic people.
A white man turns to me and sees the black man in
my veins. The black man that has suffered, again and again.
The black man that shouts ofJesus on the cross
the black in me, with a spiritualcause.
A black man turns to me and states I'm not black
enough, a look too mulatto for him is too rough. so
what do I do ifhe calls me mulatto? Cry and bellyache,
and complain with some sorrow? Hell's no, Puerto Rican's got
pride, proud ofthis Spanish name at my side. I'll inherit
the thought that conquered the America's, deceit with a
motive, a victory afterwards,
I bring with me, wherever I go, my blood that is
rich, my blood that is so.
What is this' blood, that runs through my veins?
What is "this blood, suffering again and again?
Why does this blood, suffer the way it does?
Is it from ignorance, jealousy, or hatred?
But who cares what is said. For the explanation













(The Highest of Active Mgrs.)
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CO-SPONSORS
Field Manager for 12 years
- ~"'.:". .
References furnished upon· request.
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D!\vey Johnson's' Res~
David Allen Johnson Baltimore, Maryland
Jan.30, 1943 6'1" 170 lbs b. Orlando Florida
Objective
To manage a professional baseball team to win a world
championship.
SUDlDlary
A team player who motivates others to perform to the best
of their ability.
~erience
Professional baseball player for 13 years





Positions played include: (2B,1B,S8,3B)
.579 Winning Percentage
New York Mets Manager 1984-1990
Cincinnati Reds Manager 1993-1995
Baltimore Orioles Manager 1996-1997
Outstanding Qualities
Able to deal with extremely difficult people like Darryl
. Strawberry, Keith Hernandez, Marge Schott, and Peter .
Angelos.
YEAHI ITS ABOUT THAT TIMEI:!!
The most anticipated event of the SEMESTER
Happening FR7:DA,Y:NlJveJr}ber. ~L~.FrtNfI.~~lOpm
@BARUCH COlcLEGB. :;- - . . , .': r. '_'.
(WBMB'S BIGGEST V.I.P. EVENT EVER!!!)
This is an ALL CUNY affair!!!!! .
• More food (BUFFET from 5-7pm)
• More c:Irinka
(Alcohol served for those 21 and over -Photo 10 a MUST)










• ASEDOM (Dominican Students Assoc.) LASO(Latin Amer.S1ud
• ASA (Asian Student Assoc.) Organizatian)
• CSA (Chinese Student Assoc.) Multicultural Associ.,
• DSSG (Day~on StudentGov't) PRrDE (P.R Involvement
• Ganma Phi Rho Develop. Enric::h.)
• Kappa Phi Alpha SoulSurvivors
• LAY (latin Amer.Youth)· TICker
Guest.Ust Sign Ups haveaJready started so don't.~ left~ Call~..hotIIpt @
.~~~':;T\t~~~;~~~~!liN~~f9r:~~:~~:_~
EVENTJ.~CAnoN: '. 26tb ~'bet. 'P~~ve:~ ~ ~adiDu,ve~ .-- - .-.
DIRECTIONS: .-. . Take 6 traJ~ to'23·~St.r. ar:owiJK up 3'~or1iitCa N& RtraIn t023~
- .. Str. waJkover2bfoeksthenup-3 bkx;ks; JUSTFOLLOWTHE'CRO
WD _
--IF YOU~ET LOSTIml .










finding work, he has a .579 win-
ningperamtage, which is thehigh-
est among active managers. The
last ten years his teams have fin-
ishedfirstorseoondwhereheman-
agedfor thefull season, notto men-
tion he led the Baltimore Orioles
to American league East Cham-
pions and the best record in the
American league(98-64).
The1brontoBlueJayshaveal-
ready expressed interest in
Johnson for their vacant manag-
ers position.
three, but I don't think it's that
.big a deal." .
What do you .think? Is
America's pastime doing too
much, too fast? Wild Card Di-
vision Series, realignment, is
it working? Write down your
response and bring it to the
Ticker office at 360 PAS, room
1521., Responses will be
printed in the next issue.
Orioles .Head:
. ~ .
. . ~ .-. .,'




.World Series he would be fired.
"Your own actions and conduct
-not mine- have the fulfillment of
your prophecy," Angelos wrote to
Johnson
Davey Johnson was elected
American League Manager ofthe
Yearby theBaseba1lWritersAsso-
ciation of America last week.
Johnson received ten first place
votes and 8B overall, strongly de-
feating nmner- up Buddy Bell of
the Detroit TIgers with 50 votes.
Just a few hours after the an-
noun~elit,Jobnsonmadean 80-
not.tnamlentofhisown, thathehas
resigned as the Baltimore Orioles
Manager.
In a fax 00 Orioles owner Peter
Angelos, Johnson requestedeither
an extension or a release from the
final season of his three-year eon-
tract.
"In my oonsideredjudgment, it
would clearly be in the best inter-




for the award is regretful that he
andAngelosCouldn'tworkout their
differences. The bad blood boiled
when Angelos learned of the
$10,500 fine thatJohnson had im-
posedon RobertoAlomar, after the
spitting incident, to be paid to the
Carson'sScholarFUnd, aBaltiinore
charity that Johnson's wife works
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By Michael R. Galicia'
For the first time this cen-
tury a major-league team is to
switch leagues. The Milwau-
kee Brewers will move fro~
the American to the National
League, ruled an executive
council last Wednesday.
The realignment was ap-
proved by owners on Oct. 15th
and the K.C. Royals were
given first opportunity to move
and declined. Milwaukee, the
team that's owned by acting
commtsstoner Bud Selig,
agreed on the move leaving the Wn'·te For
AL with 14 teams.
Milwaukee has been an
American League city since TIcker
1970 when the Seattle Pilots
moved there but the city still Sports
misses their Milwaukee
Braves who they lost to At-
lan~·Partof the realignment, Call 802-
the expansion Tampa Bay
Devil Rays will join the AL 6-800- or·
East and the Detroit Tigers
will move to the AL Central.
The NL Central will have Stop By
six teams, the largest in base- . .
ball. In a statement by Hous- 1521 360
ton AstrosPresident Tal Smith.. .. .' . . . ,
to the Associated, Press, ''You
got five other.teams to contend . _:prA a















on the conversation of two lovers who are about to be separated." Levy
had died while trying to save an injured comrade in spite of his t
wo
injured legs. To the government, these men had no life-they were sta-
tistics and figures in strategic plans.
War is also wrong because there are inevitably going to be victims
regardless ofwho "wins." American and Vietnamese troops shared si
mi-
larities. Their governments were indifferent to their goals and dreams.
Levy was greatly admired by Caputo because Levy was extremely loya
l .
and courageous. Graduating from Columbia University; he had a chance
to be very successful. Caputo remembers Levy was faithful to a country
that was not faithful in return. Many talented and unique people p
os-




Most of the men who died ranged in age from their late teens to ear
ly
twenties. These years should be a time to go to college, to learn explo
re,
become, fall madly in love, NOT die. It is heart-wrenching to know t
hat
they never got to do these things. Caputo remembers twenty-one y
ear
old Sullivan who left behind his young wife and two month old son wh
om
he never had a chance to see. There was also Pappas whose promis
ing
football career was shattered by a mine, paralyzing him.
Yet there are significant differences between the American and Vie
t-
namese victims. The Vietnam War was fought on Vietnamese soil
for
its entire duration. It was a place called home to its inhabitants. Mo
st,
if not all, officials in the American government, did not attempt to
un-
derstand the Vietnamese, their culture, their traditions, or their v
al-
ues. Villagers' indifference to the destruction of their homes confu
sed
soldiers like Caputo. The hamlet, Giao Tri had disintegrated into ash
es.
Some villagers had returned to collect anything left of their hom
es.
Caputo recalls a grandfatherly man who "shuffled along, carryin
g a
partially burned pot." Caputo's guilt and compassion turned into c
on-
tempt because he asked himself why he should "feel compassion
to-
wards people who seemed to feel nothing for themselves?'" Later,
he
understood why. because these people faced a daily ordeal of "disea
se,
bad harvests, and above all, the random violence.of endless war." Con
-
sequently, they had "acquired a cepacitytoaccept,...and to suffer," wh
at
Americans consider unacceptable and insufferable.
What further dehumanized the Vietnamese was a "crypto-racist" a
s-
sertion by a few high American officials that the Vietnamese pla
ced
less value on their lives than Americans. Such an idea from a top fig
ure
undoubtedly affected the people on the battlegrounds. It would sp
ark
anevilinAmerican soldierswho v.ve!,,~ s.uglJ.~ly.orvery prejudiced agains
t
Vietnamese people to kill or hurt them ona wiuui~ fbelleve even whole-
some, good-hearted American soldiers had been corrupted by suc
h a
derogatory assumption. They could have hurt civilians when they w
ere
angry for personal reasons and coincidentally remembered the ide
a of
Vietnamese life not being worth much. War has the power to chan
ge
any man and that was especially true in Vietnam, "out there, lack
ing
restraints, sanctioned to kill," American soldiers "sank into a brutish
state." What kept every man from killing everyVietnamese person was
his "inner moral values...called character." Lieutenant Calley was
an
example ofsomeone who discovered their capacity for malice and "prob
-
ably never suspected was there." Not even pigs and water buffal
oes
were spared in the village of Ciiao 1ii. In Ha Na, Caputo's platoon
"exploded". They-went on a rampage, 'whooping like savages, torching
thatch huts tossing grenades into the cement houses" they could
not
burn. An old woman who accidentally spat at an officer was shot for
something as unintentional as spitting by chance while talking. O
ne
officer released his day's tension on a man who was guilty only ofbeing
Vietnamese and standing in his rice paddy at that particular mome
nt.
It is indisputable that Vietnamese soldiers were affected by war lik
e
the American men were and hurt others irrationally. Unquestionab
ly,
loved ones of the American men in Vietnam. also endured agony a
nd
sorrow but they did not have to live war. The Vietnamese have li
ved
with governmental instability even up to the war. No American bab
ies,
children, women, senior citizens, or disabled people were killed in this
war. No American girls or boys were robbed oftheir sexual innocence
by
Vietnamese soldiers. There w.ere only Vietnamese families scream
ing
and crying as if they were fortunate to not be in their flimsy thatched
and bamboo homes burned to the ground in this war. .
The Vietnam War, and any war for that matter, imposed great losse
s
to society. Millions of people died who could have contributed to the
world with their knowledge and goodness. The United States was amo
ng
the most advanced democratic societies of the world, where there w
as
freedom for all and laws that provided security for its people wh
en
Kennedy was President. Even so, the ~eriean people were decei
ved
by their government for many years to come.
For people who never learned about the Vietnam War, A Rumor of
War is an ideal starting point. For others who choose to believe the
Vietnam War never existed or was a victory for the United States
,
Caputo's book is a loudw~upcall. ThOse who pay attention will grow
.as a person. And those who- choose to press the "sneese-bar" will con-
tinue to live in the ravages of the war andneveJ" begin to·heal them-
selves. One cannot help but to be entraneed by Caputo's shamelessly
honest andinf1uential writing. Caputo offers an-experience in·the trag-
edy ofwar that will not be easily forgotten.




In 1965, President Johnson authorized the first combat troops sent t
o
Vietnam to aid the South Vietnamese in their civil war with the No
rth
Vietnamese. Philip Caputo was among the men in the unit when
it
landed at Danang in Vietnam. He was born in the late' 1950's, a ti
me
when Americans found it was more favorable to ''fit-in'' than to be d
if-
ferent. In his late teens., Caputo was growing restless and bored w
ith
security and peace at home in Westchester, Illinois. He longed for a
d-
venture and in 1960, enlisted in the Marines. He dreamed of "coming
horne a suntanned warrior with medals on my chest." He was amo
ng
the hundreds of thousands of American and Vietnamese young men
who experienced the brutal realities of war. I see these hopeful, uns
us-
pecting young men being taken for granted by their countries' gove
rn-
ments. They are like children who have been promised something v
ery
special by an adult but that adult was lying to the child all along. Phi
lip
C Caputo's well-written book, ARumor of War offers testimony to the
many wrongs that lead up to war and prolong it-dishonesty, dec
eit,
selfishness, and arrogance.
War is a game to some politicians who hold power to destroy lives an
d
ruin futures. War is a lousy solution to their problems because i
t is
unjust to the people who have to fight in them and who will ultimat
ely
have to live with its effects for the rest of their lives. Caputo's seduct
ion
by war was fueled by President Kennedy's challenge to the Ameri
can
people to "ask what you can do for your country." Kennedy supporte
rs
continue to argue that had Kennedy not been assassinated, he wo
uld
have discontinued American participation in the Vietnamese civil w
ar.
But the fact remains that Kennedy and his advisors chose to take
the
first step into what became a disaster. However, Johnson and Nix
on
both had the power to disengage the United States from the war. When
Johnson took over the Presidency, he was determined to be as popula
r a
leader as Kennedy. Cautious and realistic advisors such as Bill Moye
rs,
George Ball, and James Thompson were ridiculed and thus overridd
en
by the majority who supported American involvement. With help fr
om
his advisors, Johnson convinced the people that it was America's o
bli-
gation to the democratic world to end Communism in Vietnam and m
is-
led them about military decisions. The war had become very perso
nal
to Johnson and so defeat was absolutely unacceptable to him. Pre
si-
dent Nixon also chose to continue in the war.
Caputo's military duty began at Officer Candidate school in Quantico
,
Virginia. The men had to prove themselves worthy of being part ofth
e
Marines. They had to suffer grueling physical exertion and mental abu
se.
The goal was to ingrain in their minds intense loyalty to and love-efthe
..
Marines and to eliminate the weak The remaining men were "subjec
ted
to intense indoctrination, which seemed to borrow from Communi
st
brainwashing techniques." Indeed, the slogans they chanted, "I love
the Marine Corps... , the most invincible fighting force in the histor
y of
man... Pray for war!" gradually molded them into tough, confident men
with a dangerous desire to hurt their enemy. Caputo writes of his
fel-
low marines and himself: 'We had acquired the military virtues ofcour
-
age, loyalty, and esprit de corps, though at the price of a diminis
hed
capacity for compassion." .
General Westmoreland was the man in charge ofAmerican militar
y
operations in Vietnam. He continuously called for more troops with the
amount seeming to have increased each time. Victory was a high nu
m-
ber of dead Viet Cong (the Communist North Vietnamese troops) a
nd
anyone who was Vietnamese for that matter because it was "a rule
of
thumb" that dead Vietnamese civilians were considered Mlet Gong
. In
late .May 1965, Caputo was assigned administrative duty. Besides
te-
dious paperwork Caputo's job was made more difficult by having w
it-
nessed dead people described for official reports as though they w
ere
all the same aside from different wounds. Caputo gets caught up in
the
insensitivity to the dead. After detailing reports of four dead Vietna
m-
ese, he was ordered to get them returned to headquarters (after th
ey
were taken to be buried) as a showcase for the visiting general. Cap
uto
made up a new title for himself, "2LT. P.J. CAPUTO. OFFICER
IN
CHARGE OF THE DEAD.' Caputo thought of the corpses as ''hiss be-
cause he had to record their deaths and he wanted recognition for th
at
grisly task.
To further exhibit the gamely nature of the war, charts were posted a
t
headquarters. It listed the Americans KIA (killed in action), WlA
(wounded in action), DOW (died of wounds), NONHOST (deaths
not
caused by Viet Cong) and the Vietnamese VC-KTA, VC-WTA, VC-PO
W
(prisoner of war). Caputo also had the job of updating the statistics
for
Colonel Wheeler who "was adamant about maintaining M accur
ate
scoreboard" because high officials occasionally came by.
There is one "good", bittersweet thing that occurs in war. Officers
,
like Caputo, had a strong desire to fight not so much from carrying ou
t
a duty; rather, he felt a strong bond to his dead friends and others who
werestill fighting. The depth of the tight-knit comradeship was a re
la-
tionship more profound than one between lovers. Their bond did
not
require reciprocity ofaffection and reassurance. Unlike marriage, th
eir
comradeship could not be broken by divorce. The men's commitment to
each other was established by "common confrontation with death an
d a
sharing of hardships, dangers, and fears." Caputo's comrades, Par
ker
and Esposito, reminisced about their friendship in a hospital tent.






<> Men's Basketball Women's Basketball-
DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME
Friday Nov. 21 Kings Pt. Tournament Away TBA Tuesday Nov. 25 Mount St. Vincent Away '7:00pm
Saturday Nov. 22 Kings Pt. Tournament Away TBA Wednesday Dec. 3 Brooklyn Away 6:30pm
Tuesday Nov. 25 Bloomfield Home 7:00pm Monday Dec. 8· CNR Away 7:00pm
Monday Dec. 1 St. Joseph's (Patchogue) Home 7:00pm Friday Dec. 12 MaryMount Away 7:00pm
Wednesday Dec. 3 Polytechnic Home 7:00pm Saturday Jan. 3 CSI Away 2:00pm
Saturday Dec. 6 SUNY Maritime Away 1:00pm Tuesday Jan. 6 CCNY Avvay 6:30pm
Tuesday Dec. 9 Yeshiva Away 8:00pm Saturday Jan. 10 J04n Jay Away 2:00pm
Saturday Jan. 3 CCNY Away 12:00pm Monday Jan. 12 Lehman Home 7:00pm
Wednesday Jan. 7 John Jay Away 5:00pm Thursday Jan. 15 Old Westbury Home 7:00pm
Monday Jan. 12 Lehman Home 7:00pm Tuesday Jan. 20 Hunter Home 6:30pm
Thursday Jan. 15 Emerson Home 7:o.0pm Thursday Jan. 22 CNR Home 7:00pm
"
Saturday Jan. 17 Medgar Evers Away 2:00pm Saturday Jan. 24 Bard Away 4:00pm
Tuesday Jan. 20 CCNY Home 7:00pm Thursday Jan. 29 Lehman Away 7:00pm
Friday Jan. 23 Old Westbury Away TBA Saturday Jan. 31 John Jay Home 12:00pm
Saturday Jan. 24 Tournament Away TBA Monday Feb. 2 York Away 7:00pm
Tuesday Jan. 27 NYU Away _8:00pm Saturday Feb. 7 Manhattanville Home 4:00pm
Thursday Jan. 29 Lehman Away 5:00pm Monday Feb. 9 Medgar Evers Home 7:00pm
Saturday Jan. 31 Mount St. Vincent Away 3:00pm Wednesday Feb. 11 CCNY Home 7:00pm
Tuesday Feb. 3 John Jay Home 7:00pm Head Coach: Rick Swillinger
Saturday Feb. 7 Hunter Home 3:00pm Home Court:
Wednesday Feb. 11 Staten Island Home 7:00pm 6th Floor Gymnasium
Saturday Feb. 14 Brooklyn Away 3:00pm 17 Lexington Avenue
Monday Feb. 16 SUNY Purchase Away 7:00pm New York. NY
Wednesday Feb. 18 York Away 7:00pm.
Mens Volleyball Tryouts
Head Coach: Ray Rankis Sat. Nov.22 10-1 PMHome Court:
Mon. Dec. 1 6-9 PMXavier High School
West 16th Street (btw. 5th & 6th Aves.) Sat. Dec.6 10-1 PM
New York, NY .. Contact Ralph Sirianni at 7th Floor Gym Balcony
or' Head·Coacb"Bicl1araMet·ar~(2t2tm~~·_· ..':.
as runners up but proud
Stateswomen. Congratulation,
Ladies!
Jeffrey Woo is the U nder-
graduate Assistant to the 1997
Baruch Stateswomen Volleyball
Team
tateswomen amps zn ennis
Baruch women break Hunter's
seven year run.
")R&;
Members of the winning squad, and athletic stafT (pictured Ie
to right): Natalie Greaves, Lyamna Abrouk, Dacia David,
Samantha Mortimer(bottom row), Liana Tskhadaia, Coach
Florin Giuglescu, Ruby Fernandez-Brown and Dr. William En
points, they fell short to take
hom_e a second place's trophy.
The Lady Hawks came up
strong to kiss the championship
trophy at their home court in
front of the wild Hawks' fans.
At the award presentation,
Ma delayne Garcia and Pei Ling
Lou were named by CUNYAC
executive director Ted Hurwitz
to the 1997 CUNYAC All
Tournament Team. The
Stateswomen didn't come home
on Sunday November 2, 1997.
The second year veteran Linette
Sasso, who was sidelined most
of the regular season due to
school and work commitment,
contributed three service
points, two blocks and one dig
off the bench. With Carla
Pimentel's four service points,
Vera Wong's two kills and a dig,
and Pei Ling Lou's kill, two
digs and service ace denied the
John Jay Bloodhounds from
reaching the championship
round against Hunter College.
The first seeded Hunter
Hawks led by las: year's
CUNYAC tournament MVP
Krishna Dass was the only
CUNY team yet to be beaten by L..- ......
our Stateswomen during the
regular season. The bigger and
stronger Hunter Lady Hawks,
coached by the second year
head coach, Jeff Lipton, proved
too much for our Baruch
Sta teswomen. Despite the
Stateswo m e ns s t zo n g team-
work effort in the final round,
both Madelayne Garcia's and
Pei Ling Lou's service ace,
Margarita Torres' two blocks





Coach Frances Le~ finished the
1997 season by leading the
young second place
Stateswomen (13- 8) to the final
round of the CUNY Athletic
Conference Championship tour-
nament at the Hunter College
Sport Complex on November 2,
1997. The CUNYAC Champion-
ship tournament began on Fri-
day October 31, 1997.
The Baruch Stateswomen,
led by co-captains, freshman
outside hitter Madelayne
Garcia and sophomore setter
Vera Wong, easily defeated the
7th place Medgar Evers in the
quarterfinal round with Pei
Ling Lou's three assists,
Natalee McDuffs' three kills,
Carla Pimentel's two digs, the
one-time rookie of the week
Margarita Torres contributed
with three blocks. The rookie
Gena Werzbicke came off the
bench with four service points
to eliminate the Lady Cougars
off the tournament's bracket
with 3-0.
Then came the John Jay
Bloodhounds in the semifinal
By Jeffrey Woo
~,
....~ ........,
